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Introduction

This paper consists of four sections. In the first section, we review basic economic theory

as it has been applied to auctions and the concepts used in discussing and analyzing

auctions. Much of auction theory involves developing models and identifying the optimal

auction design for a particular economic setting. We look at how these models are used to

evaluate auction outcomes and identify the major factors that influence those outcomes.

We review in this part different auction formats, but do not focus on significantly

different alternative designs at this time, as the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program

(now the BC Timber Sales Program) from which we draw our data has employed one

particular auction format consistently across the province. We do note, however, that part

of the economic literature has focused on the implications of auction design on markets

that are formed as a consequence of the good being auctioned off.

In the second section of the paper, we review what has been written about other existing

timber sale programs, focusing in particular upon U.S. Forest timber sales. In this section,

we examine the approach taken by different authors to investigate both theoretical issues

and to test model predictions, as well as the practical questions that arise in the context of

timber sales. We also look at the empirical results to see what role timber characteristics,

auction design, and bidder behaviour play in auction outcomes. We also examine issues

that have arisen in the context of timber auctions and steps that policy makers have taken

to address those concerns.

In the third section of the paper we examine data from the Small Business Forest

Enterprise Program (SBFEP) in British Columbia to understand the relationship between

auction outcomes and the various factors suggested by theory and practice elsewhere. We

empirically assess the relative importance of different factors on explaining observed bid

prices. We provide selected results that show there are significant differences in the

relationship between timber prices and these factors both on a regional basis as well as on

an operational basis.
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In the final section, we summarize the preliminary conclusions from this stage of the

research.  We also discuss the main issues and questions that arose during this research.

Not only can these results can inform decision-makers today in formulating policies, but

they can also guide future research into the implications of expanding the BC Timber

Sale Program.
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1. Auction Theory

Economic theory is used to answer a number of different questions about auctions. What

factors explain bids? What is the relationship between prices and the type of auction

employed? How does bidder behaviour influence the level of prices? What is the

relationship between the number of bidders and winning bids? Are there other auction

outcomes besides prices we should be concerned about?

We need to use some basic concepts to see how economists have attempted to answer

these questions. In the first part of this paper, we review the basic auction model, the

results from that model, and examine what happens as we vary some the assumptions we

used to construct that model. Game theory has been extensively used in modeling

auctions, since auctions involve well-defined rules that govern how goods will be

allocated.  This enables the use of game concept equilibrium to evaluate different bidding

strategies and determine the outcome of a particular auction. Klemperer (1999) provides

a recent review of the literature as well as an overview of formal auction theory.

The Basic Auction Model

The basic auction model is that in which all bidders are assumed to have a unique and

private value for the good being auctioned and where these individual values do not

depend upon the other’s valuations (the independent private values model). Under the

assumption of private values, each bidder knows his or her own valuation but not that of

the other bidders. This is in contrast to common value auctions, in which the object being

auctioned has the same underlying value to all bidders although each has their own

private information. At the time of the bidding, the common value is unknown, and each

bidder uses their private information to make an estimate of the value of the good. These

estimates are correlated since they are all trying to determine the same underlying

common value. Once each bidder estimates the value, they then have to determine how

much to strategically “shade” their bid if they hope to capture the gains from being the

successful bidder (if they bid and pay their full valuation then there will be no gains).
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This entails developing a bidding strategy based on in part on expectations of their

competitors’ bidding strategies.

The Value of Private Information

The most important difference between the independent private value and common value

models is that the value of private information held by bidders differs. Learning about a

competitor’s valuation will not change a bidders valuation in the private values model

(although it might lead them to alter their bid for strategic reasons). However, learning

that same information under the common values model provides useful information by

indicating whether their own estimate may be too high or too low and can lead them to

revise their own valuation. The stronger idea of affiliation is often introduced in common

values models; this means as one bidder’s valuation rises they expect their competitors’

valuations to increase as well.

In reality, most auctions fall somewhere in between the independent private values and

common values models, where bidders have a mix of private information about

themselves (perhaps costs differences or specialized markets) but the good can also have

a common values (it can be resold). Using these basic models points out the role of

institutional factors, information, and how bidder behaviour and other factors enter into

auction outcomes and how auction design can influence those outcomes.

There are several ways in which these outcomes can be measured. Much of the

theoretical economic literature examining auctions has focused on three dimensions:

seller revenue (or the converse of buyer cost if a procurement auction); efficiency; and

transaction costs. In terms of seller revenue, we are interested in under what

circumstances the expected seller revenue will be maximized. Efficiency means that we

care that the bidder that valued the good most highly will be the one that successfully

wins the bid. Transaction costs involve the role information and participation costs may

play in influencing bidder behaviour and bidder strategies.
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We then turn to the four basic auction formats we can employ: English or oral ascending

auction (bidders call out their bids and continue bidding until one bidder is left and high

bid wins); sealed bid first-price (bidders submit one bid and high bid wins and pays the

winning bid); Dutch auction (a descending oral auction in which the auctioneer starts

high and keeps lowering the price incrementally until a bidder calls out); and the sealed

bid second-price auction (bidders submit one bid and the high bidder wins but pays the

second-highest bid). The first three correspond to auction formats used for a variety of

goods: mineral leases, timber rights, tobacco, and procurement contracts while the fourth

is an academic invention that, while praised for its incentives for bidders to truthfully

reveal valuations, has found only occasional acceptance in the real world. The data Small

Business program for the data we have has consisted of a sealed bid first-price auction

format.

Revenue Equivalency

Two additional assumptions are made to complete the basic auction model. The first is

that the bidders are symmetric. This means that all bidders make their draws from the

same probability distribution and that there is no apparent difference between bidders-

given the same information, they would value the good in the same way. If bidders are

asymmetric, they are distinguishable in some way (systematic cost differences, for

example, will lead different classes of bidders to have different valuations). The second

important assumption is that of risk neutrality.

Given the assumption of symmetric, risk neutral bidders with independent private values,

it is possible to show that regardless of the four basic auction types used, they will all

yield on average the same revenue to the seller. This is known as the Revenue

Equivalence Theorem. In addition, the auction is efficient- the bidder with the highest

valuation will be the one receiving the good. Therefore, it is irrelevant which auction

format is chosen-all will perform equally when measured in terms of seller revenue (it

turns out that the average paid will be the second highest valuation).
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Revenue equivalence no longer holds when we relax these assumptions. Suppose bidders’

valuations are no longer independent and private but are affiliated. This could occur, for

example, with timber sales in which there was a common value (the value of the timber

that can be harvested) and an element of uncertainty (how accurate the cruise data might

be). Oral bidding, by revealing information about others’ valuations, provides

information that bidders can then use to adjust their estimates. The net effect is that they

will consequently bid higher. One way to think of this is the winning bidder has private

information that has value to them and an oral auction forces him or her to share some of

this surplus through revealing this information to other bidders and leading to higher bids

(Klemperer 1999). Therefore, English (or oral) auctions will typically yield higher

average revenues where bidders’ valuations are affiliated than in sealed bid auctions.

The Winner’s Curse

Affiliated information in the context of sealed-bid auctions raises the possibility of the

“Winner’s Curse”. If there is a common value component to the good being auctioned,

then the successful bidder will be the one with the highest estimate of its value, which

means that all other bidders had a lower estimate if its value. Therefore, bidders that are

over-optimistic or bid too aggressively will win more often-and find that they paid more

than the good was worth – so that winning means you will lose money -hence the

Winner’s Curse. Rational bidders will therefore adjust their bids by taking this into

account. They will reduce the amount they are willing to bid (shade their bids more) to

avoid this effect, thereby lowering the expected revenue of the seller. This can lead to the

somewhat paradoxical result that an increase in the number of bidders can lead to lower

prices where bidders formulate strategies taking into account the effect of the Winner’s

Curse (since it is worse to be wrong when there are 100 bidders rather than 10). It is

therefore in the interest of the seller to remove any uncertainty they can by making as

much information available as possible about the good being auctioned to increase the

valuation placed upon it by bidders (Klemperer 1999). Bulow and Kemperer (2002)

suggest it may even be in the seller’s interest to reduce the number of bidders so that

bidders act more aggressively, or for the seller to add more supply or commit to rationing

to increase the number of winners to offset the effect so that expected prices increase.
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Weakening symmetry

What happens if the bidders are not symmetric? Revenue equivalence again no longer

holds; the first price sealed bid auction yields a different price from the English (oral)

auction in the independent private values auction. Bidders from different classes see

different degrees of competition which affects their bidding functions such that the result

will be a different bid price (and potential successful bidder) compared to the English

auction in which the price will be bid up to the second highest valuation. There is no a

priori way to identify whether the price will be higher or lower; models have been

constructed showing either result (Vickrey 1961; Griesmer, Levitan and Shubik 1967;

and Maskin and Riley 1985). Further models have suggested that in common value

auctions, even a slight asymmetry can favour the more aggressive bidder in oral auctions

(since the “Winner’s Curse” effect is essentially heightened for competitors) or create a

“reputation” advantage for a bidder that can be sustained in a repeated context (Bulow,

Huang, and Klemperer 1999). Bulow and Klemperer (2002) argue that a number of

telecom companies in recent national spectrum auctions acquired licenses at significantly

lower costs (relative to firms competing in other auctions) where they enjoyed an

apparent natural advantage due to their incumbency that deterred other companies from

aggressively bidding against them.

Weakening Risk Neutrality

Bidders typically face risk in auctions. If unsuccessful, they lose nothing but gain positive

economic rents when they are successful. It turns out that if bidders are risk averse, the

first price sealed bid auction produces higher expected revenue than either an English

auction or second price auction (since the bidder marginally increases their bid to

increase the probability of their winning). Models suggest that under constant or

decreasing absolute risk aversion, in a first price sealed bid auction the expected selling

price is strictly higher when the bidders do not know how many other bidders there are;

by concealing the number of bidders it makes the bidders bid more competitively

(McAfee and McMillan 1987).
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Number of Bidders

Holt (1979) shows that in general as the number of bidders increases it increases the

seller’s average revenues, regardless of the auction mechanism employed. Milgrom

(1989) points out that with a common value component that the effect of risk aversion is

unclear since the “Winner’s Curse” effect might lead them to bid less aggressively when

they know there will be more bidders. In general, models show that bids increase with the

number of bidders but at a decreasing rate regardless of whether it is an independent

private values model, common value, or some mix of the two (Brannman et al. 1987).

Multiple auctions

Finally, there has been some limited work undertaken to extend the single auction, single

good model to multi-unit and sequential or repeated auctions. In multi-unit auctions,

bidders can purchase more than one unit. If bidders can buy more than one unit, revenue

equivalency no longer holds (Wolfstetter 1996). In sequential auctions, buyers are

interested in one unit, but they can either purchase it in early auction or wait to a later

auction (where the seller may have more than one unit of the good but choose to sell

them one after the other). An observation in these types of auction is that prices appear to

follow a declining pattern. There appears to be no compelling reason why these patterns

are observed (McAfee and Vincent 1993 rule out risk aversion which had been proposed

as a possible reason) although Bernhardt and Scoones (1994) show that in first-price

auctions and independent private values those bidders with the highest valuations will

win earlier-so that valuations and prices will drift down.

Optimal auctions and reserve prices

Revenue equivalency does not mean that seller revenue has been maximized (since the

expected revenue is based on the second highest valuation). There have been efforts to

design optimal auctions that will yield the highest expected revenue to the seller. These

optimal auctions consist of rules designed to induce bidders to truthfully reveal their

valuations (which may involve participation fees and other mechanisms) and also require

the development of an optimal reserve price-a minimum bid below which the seller will

not accept bids. The optimal reserve price is chosen to maximize the expected revenue to
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the seller by trading off the increase in expected revenue received against the increased

possibility that the minimum bid will be higher than any bidders’ valuation (Wolfstetter

1996). When bidders have independent private values the seller’s reserve price will be

independent of the number of bidders and well above the seller’s cost. However, if

bidders values are affiliated, the reserve price will be lower and approach the seller’s true

value as the number of bidders increases (Klemperer 1999). In the case of a cartel, the

seller will increase the reserve price as the number of cartel members grows (McAfee and

McMillan 1987). Bulow and Klemperer (1996) argue that it is typically worth more to the

seller to attempt to expand the market to attract more bidders than it is to try and collect

the information to determine the optimal reserve price.

Limitations of the Theoretical Approach

However, the usefulness of these results are tempered by the fact that they are derived

from economic models and that these results can be weakened and sometimes reversed

when the models are adapted to simulate more realistic conditions. Rothkopf and Harstad

(1994) caution that the game theory literature, while replete with models and results, falls

short of the real world and that we should not look for general answers from abstract

models. They offer as an example the question of whether or not an increase in the

number of bidders leads them to bid more aggressively, and showed that as models were

progressively made more complicated “the answer changed form an unambiguous more

aggressively to quite likely less aggressively.” (Rothkopf and Harstad 1994: 365). They

find that actual auction participants often show little use for formal bidding theory.

Revenue maximization may not be the sole aim of the auctioneer; rather, it may be in

attracting a steady number of bidders, or ensuring that the bidders will be repeat

customers. Bidder behaviour will be influenced by the prospect of future transactions and

the impact current bids may have on future prices, while bidders will also be adapting

their own expectations based on prices revealed in earlier auctions. In a repeated context,

bidders will be reluctant to reveal information that may permit their rivals to better

predict their bids in the future, and may go to great lengths to conceal as much private

information as they can, which can reduce expected bids. Hendricks and Porter (1988), in

an important paper, showed that bidding behaviour is far more complex than that
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predicted by simple models by looking at auctions for offshore oil and gas leases in the

US. They showed that bidders that have better information about tracts (because they

hold a neighbouring tract) use that information in developing their bids, and that this

information asymmetry leads to lower revenue for the seller (as firms without access to

that information have to bid more cautiously).

Market Power

It turns out that one of the most important adjustments in moving towards real world

examples is the issue of market power and deterring collusion. Many of the models

assume bidders will behave non-cooperatively. As Klemperer (1999:240) notes, although

“a crucial concern about auctions in practice is the ability of bidders to collude…the

theoretical work on this is rather limited”.

Forestry economics has long recognized the potential for imperfect markets in forest

inputs. The economics of processing raw material usually makes it is less costly to

process it as close to the harvesting site as possible, given the high transportation costs

per unit of raw material.  Since forests tend to be quite widely dispersed and distant from

end markets, it is quite common then for there to be a limited numbers of potential buyers

in standing timber markets (Gregory 1987). A number of authors have investigated

pulpwood markets where the large size of procurement areas for pulp and paper mills

further reduces the number of potential buyers and raises the possibility of non-

competitive prices. Examples of such studies include: Quebec (Olson 1989); Ontario

(Nautiyal 1995); New Brunswick (Runyon 1983); Alberta (Geldhart and Carroll 1980);

Australia (Parker 1988); Sweden (Johansson and Lofgren 1983); the United States

(Murray 1992); and the US South (Hunter 1982 and Lowry and Winfrey 1974). 1

The idea of market power covers a wide range of behaviour, ranging from strategic

behaviour (in which firms develop bidding strategies based on their awareness that they

                                                  
1 Hamilton (2002) offers a more recent example in which small forest landowners in
South Carolina have appealed to the state attorney general to investigate whether
International Paper, by virtue of being the only buyer in certain regions, pays prices that
are below “fair market value”.
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enjoy a pricing advantage, perhaps due to proximity to a timber sale) to outright collusion

in which firms develop explicit agreements to pursue cooperative strategies (bid-rigging).

Such collusive agreements are illegal but firms, through their recognition of their mutual

interdependence, might still act in such a way as to sustain collusive prices without

necessarily cooperating overtly.  Although firms would still engage in non-cooperative

behaviour, their recognition of the nature of the market might be sufficient to deter them

from competitive behaviour.  For example, a firm would realize that bidding higher might

initially lead to winning more timber sales, temporarily raising profits as it can expand

production, but ultimately other firms might respond by raising their bids so that the firm

is no longer successful in obtaining more timber and profits are thereby reduced due to

the higher cost of timber.  Therefore, all the firms in the industry would mutually refrain

from bidding prices up, and in doing so raise their long-run payoffs above the minimum

level.  Such outcomes are said to be tacitly collusive. Such implicit collusion is not

illegal, and is more difficult to detect than explicit collusion (McAfee and McMillan

1992).

Cartel members face four obstacles in effectively sustaining collusive arrangements: they

must devise a means of allocating the profits; they must find a way of enforcing the

agreement; they must find a way to fend off potential entrants; and fourth, those parties

against whom the agreement is designed to operate may employ strategies designed to

overcome or reduce the effectiveness of the agreement (McAfee and McMillan 1992).

Firms must develop an agreement on how they will coordinate their bidding strategies

and share the profits from their collusive behaviour. For weak cartels, firms cannot

engage in side payments (split the gains through transfers) so the optimal strategy for

members is to submit identical bids (which raises the possibility that the member that

values the good most highly does not get it) or through rotating bids (devising a strategy

that selects which firm will submit the winning bid).  For strong cartels, firms can engage

in side payments. This means that the bidder that values the good most highly will

receive it. This then requires devising a mechanisms to redistribute the gains; one method

that has been employed is the knock-out auction, under which the good is re-auctioned

among the cartel members and the difference between the price reached in that auction
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and the purchase price is shared among members in accordance to their bid. The problem

with both bid rotation and side payments is that it requires communication among the

firms, which increases the possibility of detection. Most bid-rigging schemes fall apart

because a member is unhappy with the allocation of profits.

Cartels face the problem that members will have an incentive to cheat since they are

successful in depressing timber prices there will be additional profits to be made if they

can deviate from an agreement and obtain more timber. Members also run the risk that if

they are too successful in depressing timber prices they may attract outside entrants. A

number of authors have argued that oral auctions are more susceptible to sustaining

collusion, since cartel members can monitor one another for deviation from the

agreement and trigger strategies- in which the defectors can be identified and punished

which can involve retaliatory bidding-can be implemented more quickly (Wolfstetter

1996; Milgrom 1987). Under sealed bid sales, since the winner is not known until after

the sale is awarded, this reduces the ability of the cartel to enforce the agreement during

the auction.

If a seller is aware that they face a cartel they can adopt three strategies: raising the

reserve price; keeping the reserve price secret; and interfering with the cartel’s

enforcement mechanisms (McAfee and McMillan 1992). Keeping the reserve price secret

works if people don’t know the of the value of the good being auctioned so that members

then need to communicate among one another to develop a bidding strategy and this

increases costs, uncertainty, and raises the risk of detection. If members are aware of the

likely value of the good, then such a strategy may not have an impact since they will be

less likely to communicate with one another. The seller may randomize the way it awards

sales (this is particularly effective where cartel members submit identical bids) so that the

cartel employs trigger strategies more frequently since it is not sure whether a member

deviated from the agreement. This increased likelihood of punishment reduces the gains

from cooperation among members. Obviously, if neither the identity of the successful

bidder nor the bid are revealed, this reduces the ability of the cartel to detect cheating, but

concealing this information is usually not feasible when a government is auctioning off
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public resources. Finally, the seller can attempt to change the trade-off between cheating

and cooperating for cartel members by increasing the size of the sale so that the gains

from cheating are larger; the longer the period between sales, the more value the firm will

give to obtaining a sale now against the risk of punishment in future sales.

From an empirical perspective, the problem is identifying whether or not there is a

pattern collusive bidding. Absent clear evidence of a collusive agreement, sellers face the

problem of identifying to what extent the bids received reflect the economic value of the

good being auctioned or the effect of bidding behaviour influenced by the nature of

competition within local timber markets. Hendricks and Porter (1989) survey the

empirical research to see if there are any strategies that can be used to identify collusion.

They suggest that there are no general rules to identify collusive behaviour: bidder

heterogeneity, market characteristics, and the institutional setting all need to be accounted

for in any empirical analysis of auction markets.   As we shall see in the next section,

identifying non-competitive behaviour and its effect has been one of the principal

questions researchers have tried to answer in empirical studies of timber sales, especially

for the US Forest Service program.

Implications for Market Design

Finally, economists have recently started to examine the implications of how auctions are

employed on the subsequent markets that are formed from the good being auctioned off.

For example, the auction design can influence how many firms (and which firms) may

bid for a productive asset that will subsequently be utilized (such as radio spectrum) in a

market setting. Therefore, the outcome of an auction can have significant implications for

how the market will function (see, for example, McAfee 1998). Klemperer (2002)

suggests that ensuring markets work well is more a matter of ensuring effective

competition, and that the emphasis should not be on choosing the optimal auction rules or

formats, but instead on crafting an effective competition policy.
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2. Timber Sales

A number of papers have examined sales of timber-cutting rights by the Unites States

Forest Service due to both the importance of the program and the availability of public

data.  Interest has focused on revenue generation and empirical tests of whether

predictions by economic models of auctions-such as revenue equivalence-hold. In

general, most models that attempt to explain bid prices using empirical data employ some

combination of hedonic pricing methods (using timber and sale characteristics), the

number of bidders, variables representing sale and contract conditions (i.e., what types of

auctions were employed), and additional variables that are specific to the model to

investigate particular hypotheses (such as the level of competitive behaviour).

The empirical results support the hedonic pricing method. Timber and sale characteristics

linked to costs or to values all tend to be highly significant and behave in the expected

manner (e.g. a decrease in tree quality leads to lower bid prices, ceteris paribus). A

number of authors have found that bids increase with the number of bidders. While the

models were not constructed to test the variable, a number of the papers reviewed in this

section employ the number of bidders as a variable in testing their models and find it

highly significant; see, for example Mead 1967; Johnson 1979; Brannman et al 1987;

Brannman 1996; Rideout et al. 1997; and Haile 2001.2 The authors typically use the

variable as an indication of the degree of competition.

In the remainder of this section, we review papers that have attempted to answer

questions about the relationship between sale and contract conditions and other variables

on bid prices and bidder behaviour.3

                                                  
2 Both the number of bidders and the natural log of the number of bidders are used. Using

the natural log implies that prices increase with the number of bidders but at a
decreasing rate.

3 Virtually all of the academic papers reviewed in this section use data only from Forest
Service Regions 5 and 6 (the Pacific Northwest) and from sales dating before the
mid-1980’s (at which point there was a significant change in the rules governing
bidding). We note those papers where the data set differs in a major way from these
regions or time period.
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Bid Prices and Auction Formats

Mead (1967) conducted some of the first tests of timber prices in US Forest Service sales

in the Western U.S. and concluded that first-price sealed-bid auctions yielded

significantly more revenue for the government than open auctions. He argued that the

lower prices represented collusive behaviour by the participants in oral auctions.

Hansen (1986) noted that Mead had ignored selection biases in the choice of auction

format and that the US Forest Service had chosen to use oral auctions in response to

political pressure from timber dependent communities that perceived oral sales as too

risky (in the sense that firms within the community may not be successful in obtaining

the timber). Timber dependency was not defined but consisted of a reliance on sales from

nearby national forests to support employment and firms within the community. Other

characteristics of a sale that could favour the use of an oral auction included whether the

sale was high volume, if firms had a low timber inventory, and if firms outside the

community had won a large number of previous sales. Correcting for differences in the

characteristics of these sales, he concluded that in practice revenue equivalence could not

be rejected, and that oral and sealed bid sales returned the same values.

Brannman et al. (1987) directly test the impact of additional bidders in several different

auction markets including timber sales. They exploit the idea that the pattern of increase

will be linked to the degree to which information either follows the independent private

value model or the common value model, and find that bids for timber sales are best

explained by a high degree of common value. Brannman (1996) confirms that revenue in

both oral and sealed bids rises with the number of bidders.

Stone and Rideout (1997) looked at US Forest Service timber sales involving either

sealed bid or oral bid auctions. They found that, controlling for timber characteristics,

more competitors were attracted to sealed bid auctions than oral auctions, and that bids

increased with the number of bidders in both types of auctions. They decomposed

overbids (the difference between the winning bid and reserve price) into two equations,

one to account for the difference in number of bidders given an auction method, and a
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second to explain the overbid given the number of bidders and auction method. They

suggest that sealed-bid sales yield more revenue because sealed bid auctions attract more

bidders due to the lower transaction costs, since participants did not have to attend in

person, and that bidders in sealed bid auctions bid more aggressively than in oral

auctions. They do not explain why they bid differently, although they raise the idea that

such behaviour either reflects collusion or the winner’s curse effect, but make no attempt

to distinguish between the two competing hypotheses.

Paarsch (1989) and (1997) has conducted the only formal analysis of the B.C. SBFEP. In

his first paper, he investigated whether or not the independent private value assumption

should hold for Category 1 sales under the SBFEP.  Under the assumptions of the basic

model, revenue equivalence should hold for both sealed bid and oral auctions (which

were both in use at the time). The test this, Paarsch examined 93 first-price sealed-bid

auctions and 96 open auctions between 1984-1897.  After accounting for heterogeneity in

the auctions, he concluded that the independent private vales model may not hold since

first-price sealed-bids yielded more revenue on average per cubic metre of harvest. In a

subsequent paper, Paarsch (1997) developed an empirical framework to examine 129

Category 1 timber sales conducted through oral auctions in BC between 1984-1897. In

this paper, he maintained the independent private values assumption to investigate the

optimal reserve price and suggested that average minimum rates could be sharply

increased (from an average of$2.39 in 1987 dollars to between $8.59 and $10.43) to yield

more revenues. Paarsch also notes that the data suggest that bids could be enhanced

through increasing the size of a sale from 10,000 cubic metres to 50,000 cubic metres (he

attributes this to an estimated average decrease of $8 in harvesting costs achieved from

larger sales).

Bidding and Firm Differences

Johnson (1979) argues that higher prices observed by others in sealed-bid auctions do not

necessarily imply collusive activity. Instead, he examines differences in costs

(asymmetry) and argues that in oral auctions, the high cost firm will never win since the

low cost firm will always outbid its final bid and therefore it does not pay to enter. Such
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sales will therefore attract fewer bidders. However, under sealed bids, the firms’ optimal

bidding strategies are such that the high cost firm has a positive chance of winning the

sale (the low cost firm trades off the chance of losing the sale against the lower price it

pays when it is successful in winning sales). Therefore, such sales will attract more

bidders. As a measure of cost differences, Johnson identifies sales that require road-

building, since they require specialized equipment that only larger firms can afford and

that therefore they will enjoy a cost advantage in those kinds of sales. Johnson then

regresses bids on the timber sale characteristics and separates sales into high and low

road costs using $20,000 as the threshold (based on a recently enacted congressional law

that permitted successful bidders to have the Forest Service build the road if the costs

exceeded $20,000). Johnson argues that for higher road costs smaller firms will be at a

disadvantage and therefore, fewer of them will attend oral sales with high construction

road costs. He finds that for the low road cost sales, the method of bidding does not

influence the number of bidders or level of bids; but for the high road cost sales (which

he also notes may be correlated with higher timber volumes), oral sales attract fewer

bidders than sealed bid sales as he hypothesized and that the level of bids are higher in

sealed bid sales. He attributes the positive difference to the greater participation and

difference in bidding strategies in sealed bid sales. As a corollary, he argues that under

sealed bid sales the low cost firm that values the sale more highly may not get it-and that

therefore, where resale is allowed, one should observe recontracting between firms. He

notes that in the seven instances in which resale occurred, they were all sales that had

originally taken place through sealed bids which he takes as support of the hypothesis.

Restricting Who Can Bid

Haynes (1979) describes the Small Business Set Aside program operated by the US

Forest Service that has been developed over concerns that small timber firms might not

be able to compete successfully for timber. Only firms with 500 or fewer employees are

eligible to bid for set aside sales. Set aside sales are triggered when small firms are

unsuccessful in obtaining a predetermined share of timber sales (based on historic

patterns). Haynes looks at the effect of such sales in the Pacific Northwest, focusing on

sales in Western Washington and Oregon. Dividing the region into four areas, Haynes
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found that while set aside sales showed the characteristics of greater profitability bids did

not reflect those values (these characteristics included sales size, logging costs, and other

related variables). In only one region were bids between set aside and open sales

significantly different; set aside sales were lower which he attributed to reduced

competition by excluding larger firms.

Johnson (1979), in addition to investigating the possibility of cost asymmetries among

bidders, also looked at the set aside program. He found that for small sales (defined by

under $20,000 in road construction costs) that there was no significant difference in bids

received by the US forest Service nor in the number of bidders attending such sales.

However, for large sales, he found a significant reduction in the number of bidders

attending such sales as well as in the prices received, which he attributed to the fact that

such restrictions restricted sales to fewer firms capable of handling such sales, thereby

reducing competition for those sales thereby reducing winning bids.

Auction Rules and Bidding Behaviour

Muraoka and Watson (1983) criticize existing US Forest Service sales procedures at the

time on the grounds that bidding on royalty rates is inefficient for three reasons: first, the

firm that will potentially generate the highest revenue may not necessarily win the sale;

second successful bidders face an incentive to leave behind wood that is uneconomic at

the bid rate; and third the system was susceptible to speculative bidding. Therefore, they

advocate a lump-sum bidding system with the payment due upon winning the sale.

Muraoka and Watson (1986) discuss the reconfiguration of the U.S. Forest Service sales

procedure following the collapse of lumber prices in the early 1980s, which left many US

firms with harvesting contracts that they could not meet. They suggest that government

rules, which implicitly meant that firms wouldn’t be held accountable, encouraged

speculative bidding, and argue that the imposition of bidding deposits of 10% to 20%

should reduce that behaviour (although they felt that the deposit should be significantly

higher). They do note that concerns are raised about whether or not lump sum bids by

requiring more of a cash outlay might provide a capital constraint and restrict firms from

bidding.
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Athey and Levin (2001) investigate the role private information plays in the bidding

strategies employed by firms bidding for Forest Service timber. They note that timber

sales on Forest Service land are typically made on the basis of scale sales (so that the

successful bidder pays a species specific rate for timber removed form the site) and that

bids are evaluated on the basis of the highest expected payment, given the Forest

Service’s estimate. When bidding for scale sales, if firms have better information about

the sale, they have an opportunity to skew their bids such that the apparent bid is higher

than their expected payment. Therefore, they investigate to see whether there is a

correlation between the amount of skewing and successful bids; in other words, where the

Forest Service mis-estimates the proportion and volume of species found on a site, firms

systematically exploit that difference in their bidding strategy. They do find that firms do

practice skewing; however, they also show that the net effect on revenue is negligible by

examining the second-highest bidder and show that they skew in a similar fashion;

looking at the those bids they argue that competition between bidders effectively

competes away any information rents firms may have initially had.

Haile (2001) examined US. Forest Service sales to test the impact of resale (permitting

successful bidders to re-contract with other firms in a secondary market). He uses a

change in the timber sale program in which the possibility of resale was sharply reduced

following changes to the timber sale program in the early 1980’s (he also notes that at the

same time bidding deposits were increased and contract lengths were reduced). He

develops a model showing that bidders will be willing to pay more due to expected

competition between buyers for timber in the secondary market and that the bidders’

valuations increase with an increased opportunity for resale. Following the program

changes, he notes that bids fell which he attributed to a reduced ability to resell timber

(although there is also the possibility that the decrease in bids reflected the curtailed

ability of firms to engage in speculative bidding). As a measure of potential competition,

he uses sawmill counts within the nearby geographic area to explain the number of

bidders at a sale. He cautions, however, that the model does not take into account the

repeated nature of timber sales and the possibility of collusive behaviour.
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Surrogate Bidding

An issue that arises in auction markets where the class of bidders is restricted is

“surrogate” bidding, where firms that cannot directly participate have qualified firms act

as their proxies.  The Forest Resources Commission (1991) reported complaints that large

tenure holders (generally large vertically integrated companies), who were ineligible for

the SBFEP, actually ended up with much of the wood, and the issue has also been raised

by other groups in BC (West Coast Environmental Law 1999; Forest Solutions 2003a).

This problem is not unique to BC. For example, a reduction in harvest levels in National

Forests in Northern Minnesota in recent years have led to tight wood supplies and

escalating logging prices.  At the same time, the forest industry in Minnesota has

undergone consolidation, and these larger (and fewer) firms have also increased their

purchases from private lands (to make up for the shortfall from public lands). This has

raised concerns about the ability of independent loggers to compete for timber sales

against these larger firms. The Department of Natural Resources (DNR), which manages

state and county forestlands in Minnesota, has requested foresters to put aside more sales

in “intermediate” sales, which are only open to smaller logging firms (Helmberger 2002).

However, DNR officials recognize that many of the smaller loggers are bankrolled by the

larger firms, or have signed contracts that stipulate any wood the logger receives goes to

the mill, thereby reducing the effectiveness of any such restricted sales.

The concern that has been expressed about this practice is that it leads to higher timber

prices than would exist in the absence of such surrogate bidders (see, for example, Forest

Solutions 2002a). In the context of loggers, who re-sell their timber to forest product

manufacturers, there is no reason why timber prices should differ between a surrogate

bidder and another (since they will be selling into the same end market). However, these

are two reasons why such concerns might appear, with one reason more plausible than

the other.
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The concern has been raised that larger mills excluded from the auctions in BC practice

“incremental pricing” in which they are willing to pay higher timber prices for small

volumes of wood that can be averaged across their lower cost wood from their own

tenures. Therefore, such prices do not reflect the true value of the timber (Mitchell-Banks

1999; Routledge 2001). From an economic perspective, such pricing is not consistent

with profit-maximizing behaviour since the value of the wood should reflect the

difference between the marginal revenue and marginal cost associated with additional

supply.

A more likely explanation for the concern is that surrogate bidders are perceived as

having an advantage over other bidders, perhaps due to more favourable prices offered to

the proxy or because the firm will provide cash to the proxy bidder, reducing the capital

outlay normally associated with winning bids.  This still requires an explanation as to

why more favourable terms may be offered to one bidder and not another, especially if it

increases the costs to the purchaser of the timber.

Irrational Bidding

Mead (1967) also considers the possibility of what he called “emotional” bidding. This

ranged from what he termed “desperation” bidding, where a buyer may sacrifice any

profits and develop a bid based on zero cash flow, to preclusive bidding, in which a firm

will bid prices up to prevent an “outsider” from establishing a position within a

geographic area. Preclusive bidding may take the form of making entry prohibitive or

preventing a firm from obtaining a sale (with this behaviour taking place in oral

auctions). Mead felt that the likelihood of this kind of behaviour was limited to markets

where competitive conditions were inadequate or unreliable and that sealed bidding

reduced the likelihood of such behaviour. Haynes (1980) found that in sealed bid sales in

which “outsiders” participated (as measured by firms outside the community and nearby

area) that prices were higher, suggesting that the presence of such firms can influence

bidder behaviour. Baldwin et al. 1997 describe a case of “vendetta” bidding, in which one

mill would bid up prices against the winning mill on a consistent basis so that it would
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invariably have to pay more than the Forest Service reserve price (they do not indicate

why this mill practiced this behaviour but note that it was never “stuck” with a sale).

Testing for Non-competitive Behaviour

The possibility of non-competitive behaviour in timber sales has been recognized ever

since Mead (1967). Direct evidence of collusive behaviour or bid-rigging has been rare

although anecdotal evidence abounds with nearly every paper examining US Forest

Service sales acknowledging the possibility; however, there has only been one case

successfully prosecuted in the US in1975 (U.S. v. Champion International Corp., CCH

67,038).4 Several authors have attempted to develop methods by which non-competitive

behaviour can be discerned.

One of the most widely used measures of the degree of competition has been the

difference between Forest Service reserve prices and the bid price. Forest Service reserve

prices were considered well below the actual value of the timber being offered (Baldwin

et al. 1997). Therefore, bids that are close to the reserve price are presumed to reflect less

competition. Mead (1967) used the bid appraisal ratio (the bid price divided by the

appraisal or reserve price) to show that sales with few bidders would sell closer to the

reserve price while sales with only one bidder would be at or close to the reserve price.

Adams and Haynes (1991), however, show that there is a correlation between the reserve

price and estimated market value; as the two shrink, there is an increased likelihood that

an offered sale will remain unsold, and that there are strong regional differences within

the Western US suggesting that reserve prices may not necessarily understate timber

values.

Brannman (1996) attempted to test whether or nor collusive behaviour may have been

present in oral auctions as well as sealed bid auctions. He created a measure of potential

competition to test for the presence of collusive behaviour. The potential number of

bidders was created using the number of mills found within 115 miles of the sale. He

                                                  
4 There was an investigation of pulpwood procurement practices in Eastern Canada in the
1950’s that found that firms had practiced non-competitive behaviour through a delivered
pricing system (Restrictive Trade Practices 1958).
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found this was associated with increased bids in sealed-bid auctions, but had little effect

on oral auctions. He found that the actual number of bidders, however, was more

important in explaining bids for sealed bid auctions than potential competition. He also

noted that increases in hauling distance were associated with higher bids under sealed bid

sales, which was an unexpected result, and posited that it could reflect efficiency

differences among mills located further away and not captured in the data. Because

hauling distance had a more significant effect for sealed bid sales, he interprets the results

as favouring the hypothesis that oral auctions are more subject to preclusive bidding

(since firms from further away will be less likely to bid since they do not expect to win).

He then develops another measure that attempts to measure the frequency with which

firms will meet one another in Forest Service auctions. The variable is constructed so that

the value increases with the number of competitors a firm faced when bidding (using data

from who participated in selected timber sales). Brannman argues that the larger the

number of competitors, the more difficult it is to create and sustain a collusive

arrangement, so that higher values should therefore be associated with higher bids (more

competitive behaviour). He then finds somewhat paradoxically that the variable is

significant for sealed bid auctions but not for oral auctions. He interprets the results as

suggesting that collusion is possible for sealed bid auctions and that it may also be

present in oral auctions, but prices there may be following a high-low pattern of

preclusive bidding which is not captured in his model.

Baldwin, Marshall, and Richard (1997) test for collusive behaviour, again using US

Forest Service timber sales. They discard all sales except second-growth sales, arguing

that the only model they have to explain collusive behaviour depends upon the

independent private value model, and that there is too much common uncertainty around

old growth sales. Their measure of collusion is a dummy variable that indicates whether

or not the winning bidder was competing against a firm with a mill in the same county;

this bidder proximity variable. They also include a factor to take into account the impact

of increased supply, noting that larger volumes of timber offered can also lead to lower

prices. Their results suggest that models incorporating the bidder proximity variable or a
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supply variable better explain bid prices; they argue that the model incorporating bidder

proximity outperforms the supply model although the difference does not appear

significant, while the supply variable is significant but the bidder proximity variable is

not.

Russo and Walls (1999) construct a model of repeated spatial auctions in which firms

face differential transportation costs and have the option of repeated sales. In their model,

they show that firms have a preferred strategy to bid below their valuation (net of

transportation costs) in the first auction because the second may be more preferably

situated. This creates a “shading factor”. In this case, bidding below the valuation does

not represent collusive behaviour, but simply the acknowledgment that the firm enjoys an

advantage due to differences in transportation costs and strategic behaviour.

They use Forest Service timber sale data to test the model by choosing those sales

(virtually all oral sales) in which a selected group of firms that were active bidders ha d

placed first or second in the sale. They regress the difference between the winning and

second highest bid and show that, accounting for differences in previously purchased

timber stocks by the firms and the aggregate difference between transportation costs for

that particular sale the two firms face, there is a significant and consistent difference that

they explain this as the difference between the shading factors used by the two firms.

Harvesting Performance

An area that has not received as much attention has been the relationship between bidding

practices and harvesting performance (most papers implicitly discard the data from

contracts where there was no harvesting). From the perspective of the government, it is

interested not only in the level of revenue, but also the variability of that revenue as well

as offering a supply of competitively priced timber to the industry. Therefore, the

government is interested in the relationship between bid prices and harvesting volumes.

This involves two aspects. First, while reserve prices ensure governments receive a

minimum price for the timber and can be used to counter non-competitive behaviour

where it may exist, the government faces a trade-off since inaccurately estimating too
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high prices runs the risk that no harvesting may take place even where there is an

economic value to the timber. Therefore, the government is interested in the probability

that a sale will be successfully taken up. Second, given that timber has been successfully

sold, what is the probability that a sale will go uncut (no harvest will take place)?

Adams and Haynes (1991) examine the relationship between bid prices and timber supply

(current timber sales and uncut volume from previous sales). They find current bid values

depend upon estimated costs and product prices and that current timber offerings

(available timber sales), while showing a negative influence, are insignificant. They also

examine the pattern of unsold volumes and shows that it has varied over time and there

are strong regional differences. They find that unsold volumes are positively and

significantly associated with offering smaller sales that involve the use of a sealed

bidding auction format (which they argue leads to higher prices and therefore lead to less

willingness to firms to submit bids), coupled with higher reserve prices set through the

appraisal process.

Rucker and Leffler (1988) look at the variability in revenue associated with Forest

Service timber sales. They suggest that the structure of the Forest Service program

contributed to an increased risk of defaults and associated revenue volatility in the early

1980’s in the Pacific Northwest. They show that changes to the timber program adopted

by the forest Service in the 1980’s that reduced contract lengths and imposed more

stringent requirements (making it more difficult to receive extensions) increased the

likelihood of harvest, and found that stumpage adjustment clauses had an insignificant

effect (as did the volatility of stumpage prices).

Other Studies of US Timber Sales Programs

Because of the importance of US timber sales programs, both in terms of revenue

generation and the potential impacts associated with harvesting activities (ranging from

environmental to socio-economic impacts induced by changes in harvesting levels) on

National Forests, the US Forest Service program has received a great deal of scrutiny. In

this section we review operational analyses of mainly USFS timber sales programs and
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concerns that have been raised in the context of those sales.5 In terms of the concerns, we

attempt to focus on those related to the use of auctions to sell timber (and not consider

more general issues around the management of US National Forests).6

State versus Federal Programs

The US Government Accounting Office (GAO) compared timber sale programs on

federal versus state lands in Washington and Oregon (GAO 1996). They note a number

of important differences that affect the incentives and ways in which agencies can operate

their timber sales program. First, on state lands, government agencies have a mandate to

maximize timber revenues, while on federal lands; the USFS and BLM have a multiple

use mandate. The planning process on state lands is far shorter than federal lands,

reflecting in part these different mandates but also regulatory framework and fact that

state lands primarily second growth. Second, federal timber sales programs have annual

targets, designed to reflect sustained flow, while state agencies do not have annual

targets, and state officials feel that the absence of such targets permits them to take

advantage of timber prices, increasing sales when prices rise and reducing them when

prices fall. Third, state agencies bear the cost of their timber sale programs and hence

have an incentive to reduce those expenditures, unlike the Forest Service. In addition,

schools and counties receive up to 75% of state revenues, giving them an interest in

encouraging state agencies to maximize revenues. The result is that the timber sales

program operated by the two states do so at a significantly lower cost than federal

government.

Factors Affecting Timber Bids

The GAO carried out a study of the factors affecting bids in all Forest Service regions

(excluding Alaska) for the period 1992-1996 (GAO 1997). It is useful as it utilizes more

                                                  
5 Other regionally significant timber sales programs include those on BLM lands in

western Oregon and state lands (which have not received the same degree of
scrutiny).

6 Perhaps the most prominent concerns have been raised about “below-cost” timber sales,
in which timber revenues are less than the Forest Service costs associated with
preparing and administering sales. These sales are particularly prevalent in the Rocky
Mountain Area, Great Lakes, and Appalachians (Gorte 1995). For a detailed criticism
of such sales, see Taxpayers for Common Sense (2001).
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recent data than that used in the academic studies to see if there has been any change in

the relationships described earlier.

They examined what factors best explained the overbids and found three to be important.

First, they found (as did the academic studies) that the overbid increased with the number

of bidders; Regions 5 and 6 had the highest number of bidders per sale and the greatest

overbids. Other regions had fewer bids and lower premiums. Table 1 shows for selected

regions the relevant statistics.

They investigated what factors explained the number of bidders and found that the degree

of the rollback influenced the number of bidders; the greater the rollback the more

bidders attended a sale, and therefore the degree of rollback contributes to the overbid.

They do note, however, that the Forest Service will reduce its rollback where there are

not many bidders since the rollback will not be serving the intended purpose and instead,

it will simply lead to a reduction in Forest Service revenue. Second, they also find that

sealed bid sales are significantly related to higher premiums. Third, they find that salvage

sales (which contain dead or dying trees) also appear to have a significant bid premium,

although this reflects in part the fact that appraisal prices are set lower for such sales.

Table 1. Bid Premiums and the Number of Bidders by National Forest Region
Region 2

(Rocky

Mountains)

Region 3

(Southwest)

Region 4

(Inter-

mountain)

Region 5

(Pacific

Southwest)

Region 6

(Pacific

Northwest)

Average Number of

Bidders

1.7 1.59 1.78 2.97 3.05

Overbid

(bid/appraisal ratio)

1.29 1.17 1.17 1.70 1.68

Appraisal value

($/mbf)

135.9 113.4 180.4 181.6 259.2

Average sale

volume (mbf)

1,849.6 2,386.8 2,302.4 1,562.9 2,242.6

Average Rollback 8.9 6.8 10.0 20.0 31.1

Source: GAO 1997
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The report also finds that there are other factors not accounted for in their data and

methodology that might explain differences in timber bids. These include new harvesting

restrictions that increase logging costs (such as the requirement for helicopter sales) and

require the logger to leave behind larger trees or undertake more intensive timber

management practices (such as thinning) for environmental purposes. Another factor is

increasing concentration in the timber industry leading to fewer mills near a particular

site leaving fewer potential buyers. Finally, h transaction evidence appraisal method may

be slow in responding to declines in timber markets and may lead to overvaluing sales

with the result that there are no bids.

The Use of Transactions Evidence in the Appraisal Process

The GAO analyzed the use of the transactions evidence process versus that of the

appraisal process using 1988 timber sales and examining the overbid percentage

(bid/appraisal) from all Forest Service regions (excluding sales with only one nor no

bidders) (GAO 1990). They find that, on average, the use of transactions evidence leads

to lower overbids, which implies higher reserve prices than, would be obtained from the

appraisal process. Therefore, they recommend the use of the transactions evidence

appraisal method (since it will yield more revenue to the government). In their analysis,

they confirm the importance of other factors discussed elsewhere (number of bidders, the

use of sealed bids when accounting for the greater number of bidders) but also show the

influence of other factors. There is no significant difference whether fixed or adjustable

stumpage rate is chosen. The size of the sale is positively associated with higher

premium, as is timber density (volume per unit area). Set Aside sales under the SBA also

lead to lower premium, confirming results from studies discussed earlier.

The GAO investigated the factors affecting the difference between the allowable sale

quantity (ASQ) from National Forests and actual timber offered for five National Forests

in the early 1990’s (GAO 1994). They identify several factors that explain why

significantly less volume was offered: the greater role environmental objectives played in

forest management objectives; the increased costs associated with planning to meet those
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objectives; and inaccurate data that led to a revision of allowable sale quantities when

applied on a more localized basis. As part of their study, they note it can take between 3

to 8 years from identifying a possible timber sale to offering it; it can take an additional 3

to 5 years after that for harvest to be completed. This is a problem where you want to

capitalize on better timber prices; offers example of sales that could have proceeded with

high pulp values.

The GAO, as part of an investigation of to what extent the Forest Service had collected

damages from defaults on timber contract, investigated the measures the Forest Service

had taken to reduce the likelihood of such defaults (GAO 1993).7 These measures

included an increase in down payments (to 10% of the bid value and higher for

purchasers with a past record of failure), raising the limit on performance bonds (prior to

1982 this was the only safeguard the government had as it did not require bid deposits),

and taking steps to ensure that they collected damages. The report notes that there has

been a steady decline in defaults over the time period, with the bulk of the defaults (and

damages) associated with a “boom and bust” timber cycle in the late 1970’s early 1980’s

that led to high priced timber contracts as purchasers bid to protect their timber supply

and hedge against inflation, only to see timber prices drop by 80%. 8

Rynearson et al (1997) investigate the use of two different types of sales methods, tree

measurement (lump sum) and scaled sales.9 They find that there is a general preference

for scaled sales by both industry and forest service personnel since there is a reduced risk

associated with incorrect measurement data and the industry has a reduced need to cruise

the timber. Therefore, in areas where there was likely to be limited competition, it was

extremely important to get the cruise right so that the sale would be sold, and tree

measurement sales were more subject to “no-bid” sales. Industry participants noted that

they were more likely to bid higher with scaled sales than tree measurement sales. Other
                                                  
7 The report found that between 1982 and the end of March 1993; over 1,900 purchasers had

defaulted on 2,812 timber sale contracts (an average of 250 per year).
8 From 1988 to 1992, purchasers defaulted on 702 contracts for estimated damages of $9.2

million, compared to estimated damages of $293.4 million associated with 2,102 defaults
between 1982 and 1987, of which most were signed before 1982.

9 Tree measurement sales are more common in the Southern and Eastern National
Forests, while scaled sales are traditionally used in the Western Forest Regions.
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issues included the cost of the two different methods (there was no consensus on which

was more expensive although it was dependent in part upon the sale characteristics) and

the use of third party contract personnel to provide cruise data and conduct scaling (it was

felt that this was more costly than having the Forest Service or industry do it). Additional

advantages associated with scaled sales were that if necessary it was easier to modify a

sale than if it was a tree measurement sale, although there were also greater concerns

associated with scaled sales about accountability in terms of both theft and ability to

manipulate payments due under the scale method relative to the tree measurement

method. Finally, some participants thought the tree measurement method was better

suited to timber sales comprised of small trees or small salvage sales because of the

higher cruising and scaling costs associated with scaled sales reduced net returns to the

Forest Service.

Criticisms of US Forest Service Timber Sales

Gorte (1995) lists several concerns raised by critics of the way in which the Forest

Service operates its timber sale programs. The first is that purchasers have an incentive to

minimize costs, which means they may leave behind lower valued wood (under the

scaled method system it is more profitable to leave behind wood that is worth less than

the payment due) and reduce costs (i.e., road building) to the bare minimum, regardless

of environmental consequences. There is also concern over fraud; this may either be

direct timber theft or the possibility of collusive bidding (discussed earlier).

The US Forest Service has moved away from an appraisals approach to the use of

transaction evidence to set reserve prices.10 Use bid values from recent timber sales, the

FS makes adjustments, and then reduces by the sale by a certain percentage (rollback).

Critics have argued that the rollback is excessive and a problem where timber sales sell at

or close to the reserve price. Gorte notes that the problem in raising timber prices in these

areas is that while it might result in higher revenues, it could also result in financial stress

                                                  
10 The use of transactions evidence appraisal has varied among FS regions. In used in

regions 8 and 9 since the 1970’s, it was employed in Regions 1, 2, 3 and 4 and on
BLM land in 1986; and only recently has it been adopted for Region 5 and 6 (GAO
1995). In Region 10, Alaska, the residual approach continues to be used (GAO 1997).
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for firms dependent upon National Forest timber, causing them to go bankrupt with the

resulting unemployment.

Summary

In brief, the empirical studies and analyses of performance agree that several factors are

important in explaining timber prices. Timber and sale characteristics that affect the value

of the timber being harvested and the costs of logging are important in explaining prices.

There is a clear consensus that the level of competition is important. However, reports are

less successful in identifying the determinants of that competition. Instead, the number of

bidders is used as a proxy.

Other factors also appear to be potentially important in explaining prices through leading

to changes in bidder behaviour. Also other things like quality of information can

influence bidder behaviour and auction design (reserve price) can influence number of

bidders and hence prices. Auction design can influence other variables, such as

harvesting performance and whether or not timber will sell, with resulting impact on

harvest volumes and associated effects on government revenues and socio-economic

impacts associated with changes in harvest levels.

Finally, the potential exercise of market power-ranging from circumstances where

competition may be limited because there are only a few buyers and purchasers price

accordingly to situations in which bidders collectively either implicitly or explicitly

coordinate their bidding-appear to be a perennial concern. From a practical perspective,

response appears to be several fold-make sales more attractive to get more bidders; use

sealed bid sales; and employ reserve prices to ensure a fair return to the government

(although that in itself can influence the number of bidders and may also run the risk of

leading to no sales).

We now turn to an analysis of data from the Small Business Program
to see how well these factors explain timber prices in BC.
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3. The Small Business Forest Enterprise Program
Currently only people registered in the SB program can bid for SB sales. Under the

SBFEP as established under the Forest Act, there are three types of qualified parties.

• Category 1 – market loggers, who harvest timber and do not do any processing.

There are approximately 2,100 registered.

• Category 2 – sawmill owners, value added processors, and remanufacturers.

There are approximately 400 registered.

• Category 3 – registrants who do not have a mill or processing facility but commit

to building one, if awarded the timber sale. (If awarded a sale and when the

timber processing facility is built, this registration category will change from 3 to

2.) Corporations holding a major license or licenses with an AAC of greater than

10,000 m3 are not eligible.

There are four kinds of sales established under the SBFEP.

Section 20 sales are bonus bid sales in which the Ministry sets an upset price. Qualifying

Category 1 and Category 2 registrants offer sealed bonus bids.  Sales are awarded on the

basis of the highest bid.  In general, these are sold under relative short-term tenures, one

to two years, and the Ministry provides most of the planning, site preparation, and

replanting.

Section 21 sales are targeted to firms who plan to maintain, expand, or build value-

adding facilities, and these are called bid proposals.  Only Category 2 and Category 3

registrants may submit bid proposals, and such proposals are evaluated upon revenue and

“social” benefits. Within Section 21 there are different type of bid proposal sales and

tenures.

Section 13 (1.1) sales are referred to as non-replaceable forest licenses and are primarily

offered to Category 2 and Category 3 registrants.  They are awarded by the Ministry on

the basis of broad government development objectives.

Section 23 sales are direct award sales consisting of small lots of wood involving salvage

wood, or special products such as shake blocks and fence posts.
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The Section 20 sales of the SBFEP is the largest program of the four and closest to a pure

auction system.  The Ministry sells timber in sealed bid auctions and awards the winning

bid based on the highest price.  Since January 1999, the Ministry has established a

minimum bid price based on a forecast of the market price of the timber in which the

Ministry uses a number of factors relating to past bids in determining the market price

and then reducing it by 30% to set the minimum price (Ministry of Forests 1999a;

Ministry of Forests 1999b). If no bid exceeds the minimum, the Ministry then refuses to

sell the timber. The change in 1999 was in response to concerns that the previous method

using CVP stumpage rates set minimum reserve prices too high, resulting in a number of

sales that were refused (no bids were offered).11 Purchasers have the option of submitting

a fixed rate bid (so that the stumpage price remains the same as the timber is harvested)

and variable rate bids, in which case stumpage is adjusted according to changes in timber

prices (in the same manner as stumpage on tenure is determined). The amount by which

the bid exceeds the reserve price is termed the “bonus bid”.

There are a large number of potential bidders – over 2,000 loggers are registered in the

program – although only a few may be active in any area.  Competition within an area

can be expected to be a function of general demand for forest products as well as the

characteristics of the local market-the number of eventual end users and alternative

sources of supply. Large timber license holders, however, are excluded from the class of

bidders in the SBFEP, and bidders are restricted in the number of sales they can hold

(three at one time). The data provided by the Ministry of Forests is for Section 20 sales.

Recent Program Changes

There have been some changes in the program. One major one is that auctions used to

employ oral bidding-but the instances of “regrettable bids”, concerns over possible

collusion, and errors in recording bids led to the program adopting sealed bids. The

Ministry has felt that the system has performed satisfactorily. Ministry officials feel that

the system is effectively a lump-sum system since what is not taken out of the bush is left

                                                  
11 The number of refused sales dropped from 14% to 3% following the change (Ministry

of Forests 2000).
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behind and scaled and the bidders will be charged (therefore they do not have concerns

about leaving behind uneconomic material). While there may be minor variations in the

bidding procedure used in different districts, district offices are supposed to adhere to the

same procedures (e.g. level of deposits, criteria for retaining or returning deposits,

extensions of sales,) regardless of location or circumstances. District offices are currently

in the process of adopting new procedures governing whether or not extensions will be

granted and the refundability of bidding deposits. From the government’s perspective,

one of the principal objectives of the redesigned timber sales program will be to

maximize the value the Crown receives for its timber.

Methodology

We followed the Ministry’s approach in its MPS system. We looked at the two major

regions of the province-the Coast and the Interior-as separate and distinct, reflecting the

differences in end markets, products, operating conditions, species and timber quality,

and general industry structure.

We grouped our explanatory variables into three broad categories: attributes, information,

and institutional characteristics. The first, attributes, can be sub-divided further into three

sub-categories: the characteristics of the timber being sold (e.g. the species and size of the

timber); operational characteristics (timber access); and the characteristics of the sale

(those features determined by government officials such as the size of the sale, harvest

restrictions, and the time of year the sale is offered). We describe these in detail for each

region and predict what sign we expect these variables to have based on economic theory.

We then test those predictions in the subsequent section.

In terms of information, we hypothesized that uncertainty might influence bidder’s

behaviour. We used one direct measure-biogeoclimactic zone-because we know that

there is more inherent uncertainty for certain species in certain zones. We also

constructed one indirect measure-the percentage difference between cruised volumes and

scaled volume- to see whether or not uncertainty might play a role in bids.
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Finally, we also looked at the institutional characteristics that would influence demand

and supply at the macro-level (e.g. lumber prices and external constraints such as the

SLA) and micro-level  (local changes in timber supply such as beetle wood). We

attempted to measure local demand by looking at variables such as capacity utilization.

Finally, we also constructed measure of local competition by looking at firm

concentration within the regional/local market. We also used the number of bidders as a

proxy for competition, although we note that in the Small Business program, as it is open

to loggers that will re-sell their timber to timber processors within the area, that there are

tow levels of competition-one between loggers for the timber sale, and the other between

mills for the prices they offer the loggers.

We first start with the Interior. In addition to the hypotheses based on the literature

reviewed earlier-do we to see other factors that are significant? And second, to what

extent does the Interior operate as “one big market” or are there significant regional and

local differences?  In other words, do we have one big equation that explains everything

“well enough” or is it rejected by models that permit each region/district to be different.

3.1 Interior Model

Data from section 20 timber sales auctioned under the SBFEP were used to develop our

model.  These timber sales ranged from winter 1993 to the summer of 2002 totalling

2,160 observations.  The upset stumpage rates for these sales were calculated by both the

CVP (1190 obs.) and the MPS (970 obs.) methods.  Observations which had no bidders

(431 obs.); or were cancelled or turned back (18 obs.); and those that were outliers (such

as areas greater than 1000 ha and volume per ha less than 10 m3 (9 obs.)) were dropped

from the model. The number of sales with no bidders was substantially higher under the

CVP method.  Of the 431 observations with no bidders, 408 were attributed to sales using

the CVP method while the remaining 23 used the MPS method, indicating that the MPS

method has been successful in reducing the number of unsold sales.
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Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics for the Interior. It shows that the average number

of bidders varied between 3.54 in the Prince George Region to 5.32 in the Cariboo

Region. There were significant differences in the average size of the sale (NCV or Net

Conifer Volume); sales averaged just over 6,000 cubic metres in the Nelson Region to

nearly double or just over 11,000 cubic metres in the Prince George Region. Average tree

size was moiré consistent across the regions with the exception of the Cariboo that had

significantly smaller trees.

The average difference between actual and MPS shows the difference between what the

MPS predicted and the actual sale. Given that the MPS for a sale is reduced by 30%, this

can be evaluated as to what degree the bonus bid offsets the reduction and that actual bids

were predicted by the MPS system. The closer to zero, the more accurate the prediction.

Again there are significant regional differences; ranging from -$6 in Prince George to

$0.23 in the Nelson forest Region, meaning that the bonus bid exceeded the entire

discount and returned slightly more (and nearly returned the discount in the Cariboo and

Kamloops Regions). Average stumpage (bonus bid plus stumpage) was highest in the

Kamloops Forest Region at $48.75 per cubic metre and $7 lower in the Prince Rupert

Region. Average cycle time and development costs also varied by region.

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for the Interior

Region

Avg. # of

bidders

avg. NCV

(m3)

avg. vpt

(m3)

avg. difference

actual vs.

predicted for

MPS ($/m3)

Std. Dev.

Actual vs.

predicted

MPS ($/m3)

Avg.

stumpage

rate ($/m3)

Avg.

Cycle

Time (hrs)

Avg.

Dvlpcost

($/m3)

Interior 4.32 8171.34 0.5 -2.21 10.05 43.78 4.0 1.77

Nelson 4.09 6023.83 0.54 0.23 9.79 42.91 3.4 2.07

Kamloops 5.06 7091.61 0.52 -0.15 12.76 48.75 3.7 0.71

Cariboo 5.32 8451.27 0.36 -0.57 7.81 43.81 4.7 1.56

Prince George 3.54 11107.83 0.53 -6.09 9.32 42.96 4.2 1.69

Prince Rupert 3.84 7814.7 0.56 -3.27 8.78 41.73 4.0 2.51
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Interior Methodology

Our analysis for the Interior began by developing a model similar to that of previous

MPS equations (Economics and Trade and Revenue 2000).  Essentially, this amounted to

modeling stumpage as a function of selling price minus operating cost.  Our dependent

variable was total stumpage (the upset plus bonus bid). Different operational and selling

price factors were then added to the model (many turned out to be insignificant but those

that were have implications for future data collection and model improvement).  Our

model differs from the Ministry’s in the inclusion of regional or district dummy variables

in our attempt to answer questions surrounding the institutional factors affecting

stumpage. Two models were developed that varied according to their geographical scale.

The first model was based on the broader regional scale while the second model looked

into the finer district scale.   Table 3 shows the variables employed and their definitions.

Table 3. Interior Variables and their Definition
Timber and stand quality

pctdefect is the percent defect of the stand

pctburn is the percent of the stand’s volume that is fire damaged.

pctblwn is the percent of the stand’s volume that is classified as blow down

idf is an indicator variable for sales located in the Interior Douglas fir biogeoclimatic zone.

pp is an indicator variable for sales located in the Ponderosa Pine biogeoclimatic zone.

ich is an indicator variable for sales located in the Interior Cedar Hemlock biogeoclimatic zone.

lnncv is the natural logarithm of the net cruise volume (m3) for the sale

lnvpt is the natural logarithm of the net volume per tree (m3)

vph is the volume per hectare for the stand in m3

salvage is an indicator variable that identifies salvage sales

hembal50 is an indicator variable for sales that consist of greater than 50% hemlock and balsam.

Operational characteristics
pctpart is the percent of the stand’s volume that is partial cut

pctheli is the percent of the stand’s volume that is logged by helicopter
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pctcable is the percent of the stand’s volume that is logged by a cable system

pcthorse is the percent of the stand’s volume that is horse logged

slope is the average slope for the stand

pdmaint is the road maintenance cost in $/m3

cycle is the cycle time to haul timber from the stand to the point of appraisal

dvlpm3 is the development cost in $/m3

Other Variables
adjust is an indicator variable that identifies sales where the winning bidders has chosen stumpage

to be adjusted quarterly

q2 is an indicator variable for sales awarded in the second quarter

lp is the random lengths framing lumber composite index in Cdn$/mbf

lnbid is the natural logarithm of the number of bidders

Table 4 shows the geographic variables-the regional and district abbreviations-used in the

Interior models reflecting existing Ministry of Forests designations.

Table 4. Interior Regional and District Dummy Variables
rca- Cariboo Forest Region rka – Kamloops Forest Region
rpg – Prince George Forest Region rpr – Prince Rupert Forest Region
lakes – Lakes Forest District clearwat – Clearwater Forest District
prince – Prince George Forest District morice – Morice Forest District
salmonar – Salmon Arm Forest District robson – Robson Forest District
kispiox – Kispiox Forest District vernon – Vernon Forest District
vanderho – Vanderhoof Forest District kalum – Kalum Forest District
penticto – Penticton Forest District ftjames – Ft. St. James Forest District
merritt – Merritt Forest District mackenzi – Mackenzie Forest District
lillooet – Lillooet Forest District dawson – Dawson Creek Forest District
ftjohn – Ft. St. John Forest District ftnelson – Ft. Nelson Forest District
cranbroo – Cranbrook Forest District quesnel – Quesnel Forest District
invemere – Invemere Forest District wlake – Williams Lake Forest District
horsefly – Horsefly Forest District mile – 100 Mile Forest District
arrow – Arrow Forest District chilcoti – Chilcotin Forest District
boundary – Boundary Forest District kootenay – Kootenay Forest District
columbia – Columbia Forest District cassiar – Bulkley/Cassiar Forest District
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Based on interviews with SB officials and industry participants, the following four

factors were identified as being extremely important in determining bonus bids: timber

size; timber species; the size of the sale; and any operational restrictions (equipment

restrictions, road access). The timber and stand quality variables are expected to act in a

straightforward manner. The operational characteristics-what increases costs and what

reduces costs.

We ran the following models:

Interior Regional Model:  Stumpage = f (pctdefect, pctpart, pctheli, pctcable, pcthorse,

pctburn, pctblwn, rdmaint, lp, slope, vph, cycle, adjust, salvage, q2, dvlpm3, rca, rka, rpg,

rpr, idf, pp, lnncv, lnvpt, lnbid, hembal50)

This model was also run for each region using only that regional data and dropping the

dummies for the other regions.

Interior District Model:  Stumpage = f (pctdefect, pctpart, pctheli, pctcable, pcthorse,

pctburn, pctblwn, rdmaint, lp, slope, vph, cycle, adjust, salvage, lakes, clearwat, prince,

morice, salmonar, robson, kispiox, Vernon, vanderho, kalum, penticto, ftjames, merritt,

mackenzi, lillooet, dawson, ftjohn, ftnelson, cranbroo, quesnel, invemere, wlake,

horsefly, mile, arrow, chilcoti, boundary, kootenay, columbia, cassiar, idf, pp, q2,

dvlpm3, lnncv, lnvpt, lnbid, hembal50).

The models were run with robust standard errors due to the presence of

heteroskedasticity. The use of robust (White’s heteroskedasticity consistent) standard

errors for both models was due to the indication of heteroskedasticity from the residual

plots and a heteroskedasticity test (Cook-Weisberg).  The specific form of

heteroskedasticity was unknown so ordinary least squares with robust standard errors

were chosen over a weighted least squares approach (Greene 2000: 522).
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Because of the number of models (one Interior with regional dummies; one Interior with

District dummies; and five separate regional models), the number of variables, and the

number of different tables required to show the results; we show only selected results in

Table 5. The complete results are presented in Appendix A. Selected results (showing

important factors identified earlier in the report such as number of bidders) illustrate

some of the regional differences in these factors when we try to apply them on an

Interior-wide basis (we include the results from two of the regional models, the Nelson

and Prince George Region, for purposes of comparison). We do not attempt to provide a

complete discussion of the relevance of all the variables for all of the models in this

report (nor for the Coastal model as well); instead, we focus on those variables that we

think are important in explaining timber prices and where our results show that there are

important relationships (some of which we need to understand better).

Table 5. Selected Results for Various Interior Models

Variables Regional

Model

District

Model

Nelson Regional

model

Prince George

Regional Model

Number of bidders

(lnbid)

5.08
(0.43)

4.99
(.447)

7.07
(0.99)

2.62
(1.00)

Lumber price

(lp)

0.049
(.004)

0.045
(.004)

0.011

(.010)

0.056
(.010)

Tree Size

(lnvpt)

13.00
(0.65)

11.27
(0.75)

11.64
(1.54)

10.85
(1.56)

Tree Species

(Hembal50)

-9.78
(1.31)

-6.76
(1.53)

-4.94

(3.13)

-11.34
(3.11)

Distance

(cycle)

-2.58
(0.15)

-2.20
(0.17)

-1.12
(0.48)

-3.83
(0.37)

R2 0.629 0.664 0.681 0.679

MSE 3.29 3.22 3.20 3.27

Coefficients in bold are significant at the 99% level

The results confirm the importance of factors identified in the literature; the number of

bidders, lumber prices, timber and operational characteristics are highly significant in
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explaining winning bids. However, there are also significant differences as we move from the

regional model (treating all variables as the same with only an adjustment for the region) to

the district model (treating all variables as the same but with the adjustment now for the

district) and to the separate regional models. In some cases, variables that are significant at

the regional and district level are not when the separate regional models are run; for example,

lumber price and the amount of hembal are insignificant in the Nelson Region. This suggests

that are major differences in timber prices are evaluated across the Interior.

Discussion of Results

We first consider timber attributes. Essentially there are two components to this category:

timber and stand quality.  Our model attempted to capture timber quality primarily by the

use of volume per tree (piece size).  Due to the absence of log grading in interior timber

cruising the main determinate of timber quality is volume per tree (piece size).  Larger

piece size is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for higher valued products such as

peelers, house logs and higher grade lumber.  The indicator variable salvage is also a

measure of timber quality as these stands typically have incurred damage do to wind or

pests.  In the case of stands infected by mountain pine beetle log quality is affected

adversely by the presence of stain and checking.

Operational factors such as slope, development cost, cycle time, volume per hectare and

logging method (horse, cable, heli) were all included, and the results proved to be

consistent with previous equations and our prior expectations.  The variable volume per

tree is also most certainly a driver of logging costs but due to its importance as a measure

of log quality it has been included as a selling price factor.  Three additional operational

factors which were previously not included in MPS equations proved to be significant;

pctpart, rdmaint and pctdefect.  Although all of these variables proved to be

statistically significant there are some concerns surrounding the calculation of both

pctpart and rdmaint that are worth discussing.

The variable pctpart in our model was based on the percent of the net cruise volume that

was partial cut.  The main concern with this method is that it fails to capture the intensity
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of partial cutting.  For example, consider two stands both of which are 100 percent partial

cut but the first stand removes 30% of the gross volume and the other stand removes 70%

of the gross volume.  Theoretically, with everything else being equal the first stand would

be more costly to harvest and therefore yield lower stumpage, but under our model the

two are essentially being treated equally.  To some extent the measure of volume per ha

will pick up on the differences in partial cutting intensity, but again likely not adequately.

Perhaps a better way to model partial cutting is with reference to the gross volume of the

stand, thereby picking up on the intensity.  Although gross volume wasn’t explicitly

given by the data we had, we were able to calculate it from the information on percent of

gross volume removed for each timber sale by harvesting system. This information was

prorated to come up with a percent removal variable for the entire timber sale.  Table 6

shows exactly how the percent removal and percent partial cut variables differ.

Table 6. The Difference Between Removal and Partial Cut Variables

NCV GSCC volume GSPC volume GSPC percentage OCCC volume

1000 500 250 60 250

Where NCV = Net Cruise Volume

GSCC volume = volume of sale harvested by ground skidding and clearcutting

GSPC volume = net volume of sale harvested by ground skidding and partial cutting

GSPC percentage = percent of ground skidding partial cut gross volume that will be

removed.

OCCC volume = net volume of sale harvested by overhead cable and clearcutting.

The percent partial cut (pctpart) = GSPC volume/NCV = 250/1000 = 25%

The percent removal = (%clearcut * 100) + (%partial cut * GSPC percentage)

               = (.75 * 100)+(.25 * 60) = 90%

In the above percent removal equation the 100 refers to the percent removal under a

clearcut system.  The percent removal variable captures intensity of partial cutting and

therefore was inserted in the model in replace of pctpart.  Percent removal was significant

but did not improve the overall fit of the model as expected.  It was then discovered that
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there were several odd values in the percent removal columns of each harvesting system

(i.e. GSPC percentage).  There was either very low or very high percent removal

numbers; and in several instances 0 and 100 were observed.  In the cases where zero was

observed this would imply that no volume was removed, contradicting the adjacent

column that showed a positive partial cutting volume.   Timber sales where numbers

greater than 90 are observed led to another contradiction.  This is simply due to the

interior appraisal manual definition of a partial cut system.  A harvesting system is a

partial cut system only if less than 90 percent of the gross volume is removed.

Furthermore, the observations with very low percent removal numbers seem unlikely.

For example, a sale with 5000 m3 NCV all of which is harvested by GSPC and the GSPC

percentage removal number is 5, would imply that 100,000 m3 of gross volume is

included in the sale.  This low degree of partial removal seems unlikely.

The aforementioned concerns surrounding the accuracy of the percent removal data led

us to switch back to the use of pctpart in the final model despite its shortcomings.  The

inability of pctpart to capture the intensity of partial cutting may also explain the

significance of idf and pp indicator variables.  Due to the silvics of the species and the

management objectives for mule deer winter range, various forms of selection silviculture

systems are employed in these two zones.  The negative coefficients for these zones are

likely a reflection of the additional costs associated with selection systems.

The variable road maintenance (rdmaint) was included in the model and yielded a

somewhat surprising coefficient of –3.04.  This suggests that for every $1/m3 increase in

road maintenance the bid was reduced by approximately $3/m3.  This result may reflect a

number of things.  Our first thought was risk aversion; road maintenance costs tend to be

clouded with uncertainty primarily because they are heavily dependent on the weather.

Furthermore, timber sales in areas where roads have been inactive for long periods add

another element of risk.  Risk may only be part of the story surrounding this coefficient

though.
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It is important to note where the road maintenance cost numbers are coming from; each

timber sale is assigned a road maintenance allowance based on its geographic area,

namely Timber Supply Areas (TSAs).  As a result, it is highly possible that the road

maintenance parameter is picking up some other geographical variable.  This also brings

up the issue of multicollinearity, particularly in the forest district model, as TSA’s are

highly correlated with forest districts.  Additionally, these road maintenance allowances

are developed from cost surveys of major licensees in the area but may not reflect the

actual costs borne by the small business operator.  Typically, the main roads being used

to access small business sales are also being used by several different operators and road

maintenance becomes the responsibility of the major licensee in the area.  The minor

licensees are required to enter into a road maintenance agreement (RMA) with the major

licensee. The RMA outlines the terms and conditions for road use and usually sets an

agreed upon road user fee.  This can be an advantage to contractors who are associated

with the major licensee as they may receive preferential treatment.   However, it can also

be an advantage to the small business logger because to some extent they can “piggy

back” off of the economies of scale being enjoyed by the major licensee.

The issue of economies of scale may in fact be what is driving the coefficient we

observed in our model.  As mentioned earlier the surveyed road maintenance cost

estimates are from major licensees.  Typically they are harvesting from several large

cutting authorities all within the same general operating area.  This enables them to

spread the costs of things like mobilization over a much larger volume and therefore

enjoy economies of scale.  The picture can be much different for market loggers who

characterize the SBFEP.  Many of them are not large enough to justify owning their own

grader and therefore must subcontract the road maintenance they are responsible for (spur

roads) to other firms.  Often they are operating in a wide range of geographic areas

incurring larger mobilization costs for road maintenance equipment and this cost is

spread over a smaller volume than that of a major licensee.  Combining all of the issues

of risk and economies of scale that surround road maintenance the coefficient for rdmaint

becomes more believable.
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Despite some of the concerns surrounding possible multicollinearity and the accuracy of

the road maintenance costs actually borne by the licensee, road maintenance is something

that will vary across timber sales and influence stumpage prices therefore we feel its

place in the model is justified.

Lastly, pctdefect is a variable that theoretically can drive selling price but it is most

likely significant due to its affect on logging costs and therefore is included under

operational factors.  Stands with high defect will drive log merchandizing costs up simply

due to the extra processing involved to ensure log quality meets manufacture’s

specifications.  Under the regional model the significance of the pctdefect variable could

be called into question with a p-value of 0.108.  However, under the district model the p-

value rose to 0.028 adding to our confidence that it is empirically significant.

The exclusion of the three operational variables discussed above is likely not an issue

when transaction evidence models are being used simply to determine upset prices.

Where they become more important is if the transaction evidence appraisal approach is

used to determine stumpage for non-auctioned tenured cutting permits.

Market Conditions

Historical MPS equations also include a quality index that is used in conjunction with a

lumber selling price index to develop an estimate of average log price for the timber sale

(MPS 1999a).  This method was not employed in our model simply due to the

complexities in retrieving monthly average market values (AMVs) for each selling price

zone and applying them to each timber sale in a timely manner.  Instead we applied the

quarterly framing lumber composite price published by Random Lengths.  This price is

reported in $US/mbf but was converted using historical exchange rates obtained from

Statistics Canada.

The composite price measures broad movements in the lumber market. By using it in our

model as the only basis for selling price we are basically assuming that timber from each

sale will be used exclusively for the production of commodity type lumber.  Furthermore,
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a factor that accounts for the different prices attributed to various species is basically

absent in our model with the exception of a dummy variable for stands dominated with

hemlock and balsam.  The application of AMVs still assumes the conversion of timber

into lumber products but it is likely a more accurate depiction of the markets faced by

interior manufacturers.  Furthermore, AMVs at least account for some of the different

selling prices associated with different species.  How our model accounts for selling price

may explain some of the results we see for the different regional and district dummy

variables.  This is discussed in greater depth in the next section.

Informational and Institutional Factors:

Assuming perfectly competitive markets, no uncertainty, and symmetric bidders, the

resulting bid for stumpage will theoretically capture the expected economic rent

attributed to the resource.  In these cases a model for stumpage determination would only

need to include the operational and selling price factors discussed previously.  However,

as discussed in the first part of the report, these assumptions rarely hold in practice and

informational and institutional factors can play a large role in bidder behaviour and hence

in the auction outcomes.

The degree of competition is usually a central factor in this category.  Our model

included a variable for number of bidders that based on theory follows a logarithmic

functional form (implying more bidders increases bids but at a decreasing rate).  As

expected the lnbid variable was highly significant.  Due to the rules that prevent

manufactures to directly bid on SBFEP timber sales, the number of bidders variable

really has two layers.  It is quite possible that a timber sale may receive 5 different bids

from various loggers but each logger is basing its bid off of a single local manufacturer.

In these cases one would expect an efficient result in logging costs but the determination

of selling price would be clouded as a result of the manufacturer exercising its market

power.  In order to get a better picture of this layer of competition we must look beyond

the number of bidders to the underlying competition between those manufacturers that

are demanding raw logs.
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To accomplish this we developed a Herfindahl index for each forest region based on the

capacities of the manufacturers who we thought best represented the derived demand for

timber For our purposes this included lumber manufacturers, plywood and veneer plants

and pole factories.  The data was based on 1998 capacity information supplied by the

Ministry of Forests.  The capacity numbers were in million board feet, millions of square

feet and thousands of pieces for lumber, plywood/veneer, and poles respectively.  Each of

these was converted into cubic meters using average conversion factors (MoF

unpublished).12

Table 7. Regional Herfindahl Indices

Region Herfindahl Index Regional Dummy Variable Coefficient

Nelson 1469 Dropped to avoid perfect multicollinearity

Kamloops 1486 -2.467391

Cariboo 1709 -6.324279

Prince George 1767 -8.031899

Prince Rupert 1865 -7.020703

The Herfindahl index is an indicator of competition levels and is defined as the sum of

squares of the market shares of each individual firm (Wikkepedia 2003).  The use of

squaring prior to summation gives additional weight to larger firms and lower values

represent loss of pricing power and an increase in competition.  The resulting regional

indexes and dummy variable coefficients are summarized in Table 7. By dropping the

dummy variable for Nelson we are able to compare other regions in relation to it.  The

                                                  
12 This involved aggregating all manufacturers who could influence timber sale bids
(sawmills, pole factories (excluding post factories), and veneer/plywood plants) to get
total regional capacity.  Used the following conversion factors:  lumber - .25 mbf per m3,
veneer/plywood - 14.5 sqft (3/8” basis) per cubic foot and 0.02832 cubic feet per m3,
poles – 46 cubic feet per pole which converts to 1.3 m3 per pole.  The percentage market
share was then calculated for each firm in the region (firms that owned more than 1 mill
within region were aggregated and treated as one).  We then took the sum of squares of
the percentage market share to come up with a regional Herfindahl index.
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regional dummy coefficients can be interpreted as follows: everything else being equal,

stumpage bids will be lower than the Nelson region by $2.46, $6.32, $8.03, $7.02 for the

Kamloops, Cariboo, Prince George, and Prince Rupert regions respectively.  As one

might expect these coefficients appear to be highly correlated with the Herfindahl index.

The problem with looking at competition at the regional scale is that competition can

vary drastically within a region.  This is supported by the results of the district model.

For this model the Kamloops district dummy variable was dropped allowing district

stumpage to be compared in relation to Kamloops; an area that industry participants and

government officials told us consisted of a relatively competitive market.  Interestingly,

several districts within the less competitive regions were not significantly different from

Kamloops. Examples include the Prince George, Robson Valley and Mackenzie districts

in the Prince George Region and the Williams Lake and Horsefly districts within the

Cariboo.   Therefore, although at the regional level the Herfindahl index may be

suggesting high industry concentration and lack of competition, there seems to be sub-

regional areas within which competitive markets exist.  Herfindahl indexes were not

developed at the district level primarily due to what may be termed “spill over” concerns.

For example a district may have only one manufacturing facility suggesting the least

competitive market structure (monopoly) but the adjacent district may have several

facilities.  Although the single manufacturing firm will yield some degree of market

power, due to the scale of the districts firms from the adjacent district may make the

timber sales in the district with 1 firm highly competitive.  Transportation networks will

also help shape locally conditions. Competition is likely to “spill over” making the

Herfindahl index at the district level a questionable measure of competition.  This will

always be an issue to some extent no matter what the scale, but it is certainly lessened as

scale increases.  Future research in this area is warranted in developing a variable that

better reflects industry structure at a sub-regional level.

This brings us back to the issues surrounding the competitiveness of bidder behaviour.

This has clear implications if timber values from auctions are going to be used to appraise

non-auctioned cutting authorities. We have already seen that the timber and operational
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characteristics suggest that they have different influences on timber values between the

various districts. How much of the difference between districts can be attributed to

competition levels and how much is due to justifiably different operational costs and

selling price factors?  Several examples are discussed below which explain why this

question may be prominent in future timber sale auction policy. The examples are divided

into two categories: districts with negative coefficients and districts with positive

coefficients.

Assuming that all selling price and operating cost factors are accounted for, the negative

coefficient associated with a district is being driven by institutional factors such as lack of

competition.  The districts in the peace river area, the districts of most of the Prince

Rupert region and the district of the Chilcotin all yielded negative coefficients in our

district model and will be looked at in more detail.

The Peace River area is defined for this purpose as the Ft. Nelson, Ft. St. John, and

Dawson Creek Forest Districts.  Each of these districts yielded significant coefficients of

–9.29, -9.24, and –8.73 respectively.  This area is characterized by a relatively small

number of manufacturing facilities in relation to the size of the area and most of these

facilities tend to have distinct geographical advantages over others when competing for

timber sales.  At first glance one would assume the presence of localized monopsonies is

what explains the lower stumpage in this area.  Although this is likely to be a large part of

it, other factors are also likely at work.  The first of these is associated with transportation

costs in the area.  Since the majority of forest products are exported to the United States

given the northern location of the Peace River area one would expect higher

transportation costs in delivering output to the market.  However, the use of AMVs that

use F.O.B prices should theoretically account for this.  But previous MPS models that use

AMVs have yielded similar coefficients for this area as our model, which is void of

AMVs.  Increased costs can also be expected for inputs as well, and neither our model

nor the MPS equations address this.  Another characteristic of this area is the large

presence of wet muskeg dominated terrain and the employment of ice bridges.  This

restricts much of the logging operations to the winter months when frozen conditions
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enable the harvesting and transportation of logs.  Although logging operations are

seasonal, manufacturing is year round; this results in large gaps between when harvesting

and manufacturing occur.  Flexibility in marketing timber is thus limited and prices are

likely to drop as a result.  To some extent this is the case throughout the entire interior but

clearly the Peace River Area is most likely to be restricted in its operating season.

With the highest Herfindahl index for all of the regions the manufacturing sector in the

Prince Rupert Region appears to be quite concentrated and one would expect elements of

market power being exercised in the auction of timber.  The Region is also likely subject

to higher transportation costs compared to the southern part of the province and so the

previous discussion surrounding the costs of transporting inputs and outputs holds here

also.  However, this region (particularly around the Burns Lake area) has experienced a

major mountain pine beetle infestation in recent years.  In an effort to combat the advance

of the outbreak and salvage the damaged timber, the annual allowable cut in these areas

has increased.  This has resulted in a short-term increase in supply that exceeds the

capacity of regional manufacturing.  Basic economic theory suggests that a shift in supply

will lower prices. We were unable to obtain data at this time to incorporate into the model

but this is a likely alternative explanation for the negative coefficients in this region.  In

fact it is quite possible that the salvage indicator variable is picking up lower prices, not

only due to the lower quality of damaged stands, but also due to the effects of increased

supply brought about by large amounts of salvage harvesting.  Support for this is

provided in Appendix I, where we see that the salvage indicator variable isn’t significant

in the Kamloops and Nelson Regions where manufacturers are overcapacity and salvage

programs are small. Therefore, additional work aimed at incorporating changes in supply

variables is also warranted to better explain bid prices.

Another district that showed a large negative coefficient is the Chilcotin.  The Chilcotin

Forest district underwent a major mountain pine beetle outbreak in the 1980’s.  Evidence

of the severity of the infestation is still evident today as a large part of the harvest is still

made up of salvaging this dead timber.  Coupled with the poor growing conditions on the

Chilcotin plateau the wood quality coming out of the Chilcotin district is some of the
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worst in the province.  The stands consist of very low volumes per ha and very small

volumes per tree.  Although our model takes both of these variables into account it is

possible they do not adequately fit the low values found in the Chilcotin.  Market power

may also be at play here as the mill at Anahim Lake has a clear location advantage over

competing mills from distant Williams Lake; particularly in the western supply blocks of

the district.  However, lower prices here are likely justified to some extent because of the

higher costs this mill incurs due to its remoteness.  The use of rail for shipping lumber

products becomes more advantageous the further the delivery point becomes.  For the

mill at Anaheim Lake the nearest access to rail is Williams Lake, which is over a 5-hour

truck haul away.  The range of markets open to the mill is limited if it doesn’t utilize a

rail system, but in doing so it must incur higher costs than mills with immediate access to

rail.  To offset these additional costs it must lower the price it pays for its wood fibre,

thus contributing to the lower bid values observed in the Chilcotin.

Virtually all of the positive district coefficients lie within the Nelson Forest Region.  This

may be partially due to the close proximity to markets in the United States allowing for

lower transportation costs and greater possibilities for log exports.  The major factor

however is the low Herfindahl index for this region suggesting markets for timber are

competitive.  In fact areas in the Nelson region typically consist of numerous small

manufacturing facilities making competition here perhaps the strongest in the interior.

Another factor adding to increased competition in this Region is recent land use decisions

that have reduced AAC’s for the area, thus leading to overcapacity in the local wood

products industry.  Like other regions, Nelson has significant differences between the

district coefficients.  Again some of this is attributed to heterogeneity in competition

levels but there appears to be a strong correlation between higher stumpage values and

those districts that fall within the Interior Cedar Hemlock (ICH) biogeoclimatic zone. Our

suspicions were confirmed when we ran a separate regional model for Nelson and the

ICH indicator variable was significant with a coefficient of 4.77.  The ICH zone is

characterized by a high diversity of species and the highest growth rates in the interior.

This has facilitated the production of products other than standard framing lumber.  A

large percentage of timber is frequently converted into higher value products such as
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poles, boards, veneer, house logs and furniture.  As mentioned earlier the measure of

selling price used in our model doesn’t incorporate these higher valued uses.  This may

explain why when we ran separate models for each region the only region where lp was

not significant was Nelson (see appendix I for results of separate regional models).

Consequently, a large part of what is causing the positive coefficients in many districts

may in fact not be competition but simply the ability to create higher value.  Separation

of these two phenomenons may be difficult though, as competition levels and the ability

to create higher valued products are likely highly correlated.  The theory behind this

statement is that the efficient size of firm for the production of commodity lumber is

vastly greater than that of a value added manufacturer supplying a niche market.

Lastly, two other significant variables that can be classified as informational or

institutional should be discussed.  The first of these is adjust, an indicator variable

referring to timber sales where the bidder has chosen the option of having their stumpage

rate adjusted quarterly as opposed to a fixed annual rate.  We have two suggestions as to

why there is a positive coefficient for this variable.  Firstly, by choosing a quarterly

adjustment one is forgoing the possibility of being able to lock in at a low rate and sell

when prices are higher but they are also preventing the situation of locking in when

prices are high and being stuck harvesting when prices have fallen.  The adjustment

mechanism can therefore be viewed as a less risk option and a risk premium may be

attached to it.  However, from the data we had the majority of the bidders didn’t choose

the adjustment mechanism.  This is presumably because they thought prices would be

increasing in the near future but may also be due to the uncertainty surrounding how

stumpage adjustments work.  Many of the loggers within the SBFEP may not fully

understand the complexities associated with the appraisal system and may not be privy to

information that would allow them to predict future quarterly adjustments.  This may

contribute to potential information asymmetry; larger contractors or major licensees often

have full time staff members whose major duty is to know the ins and outs of the

appraisal system.  Therefore, asymmetries in information may exist between bidders

regarding the likelihood of future adjustment results that can influence bidding behaviour.

The higher prices we have observed with adjustable timber sales may be the result of one
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of the bidders having prior knowledge that stumpage will likely adjust down in the next

quarter, thus enabling him to offer a higher bid than those who did not have this

information.

The second of these is the indicator variable for sales in the second quarter.  The

coefficient for this variable was –1.97, suggesting that sales in the second quarter receive

lower bids than others.  Again we have a few different possible explanations for this

result.   All of our reasons surround the existence of a spring break up period in the

interior, which shuts logging operations down until ground conditions dry up.

Manufacturing facilities plan for this annual shutdown and have large volumes of stored

inventory to carry them through to when operations can begin again.  Due to their full log

yards log buyers may not be thinking about buying wood at this time so demand tends to

be depressed causing prices to be lower.  Furthermore, the muddy conditions may restrict

access to the timber sale site so viewing before the auction is difficult.  The bidders must

then rely solely on the information provided to them in the bid package adding extra

elements of risk.  One last hypothesis is that second quarter sales tend to be associated

with emergency mountain pine beetle salvage sales that require the movement of wood

prior to beetle flight in early summer.  This shortened time frame decreases the marketing

flexibility and results in a lower bid for the timber.

Finally, we carried out some additional investigations. The first was to test whether there

was a structural difference between small and large sales. This involved testing for a

structural break in the data, which involves pooling the data (running one regression with

all the data) and then conducting separate regressions on the sample divided into two

where the presumed break occurs. The statistical test then involves on seeing whether the

separate regressions better represent the data. Splitting our sample at 2,000 cubic metres

(NCV), we found that there was a structural break. This meant that there was a different

relationship between timber prices and large sales (over 2,000 cubic metres) and small

sales (under 2,000 cubic metres). Table 8 shows the results of that test.
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Table 8. Test for Structural Change in the Interior for Different Sale Sizes
HO: b(group1) = b(group2)

rss # of obs Chow test
pooled 202712.525 1702 300.9681 numerator
<2000 21051.574 186 118.153 denominator
>2000 174136.75 1516 2.54728 F-STAT

1.52 Fcrit 0.05 (25, 1652)

F-Stat>Fcrit Reject Null Hypothesis - There is a structural Change

 Interior Number of Bidders Model

In this hypothesis, we wanted to see what factors explained the number of bidders that

attended a sale in the Interior. We were interested because, as suggested by both theory

and previous studies, an increase in the number of bidders can be expected to lead to

higher prices, ceteris paribus. Therefore, understanding what factors contributed to more

bidders offers the government a chance to design timber sales that are potentially more

attractive and hence, will yield higher prices. We used the same data as in the Interior

model and ran the following model:

The number of bidders = f( dvlpm3, cycle, ncv, tow, lnvpt, lp, hembal50, heli, horse,

cable, lakes, clearwat, prince, morice, kamloops, salmonar, robson, kispiox, Vernon,

vanderho, kalum, penticto, ftjames, merritt, mackenzi, lillooet, dawson, ftjohn,

ftnelson,cranbroo, quesnel, invemere, wlake, horsefly, mile, arrow, chilcoti, boundary,

kootenay, columbia, cassiar)

Table 9 shows selected results for the different Interior models. The complete results can

be found in Appendix B. This regression showed a lower R2 value but the factors that one

would expect to influence the number of bidders were significant: operational

requirements such as horse, cable and heli all led to a lower number of bidders, as did a

higher development cost, higher cycle time, and higher percentage of hembal. Larger

sales (larger ncv) led to more bidders, as did higher lumber prices.
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Table 9. Selected Results for the Interior Number of Bidders Model

Variable Coefficient standard error

Size of sale (ncv) 8.2 x 10-5 9.9 x 10-6

Tree Size (lnvpt) 0.45 0.16

Lumber prices (lp) .004 .001

Distance (cycle) -.080 .045

Equipment Restrictions-helicopter logging -1.70 0.35

Equipment Restrictions-horse logging -1.57 0.23

R2 0.231

MSE 1.59

We ran one set of models with regional dummies (not included in the appendix). One

interesting result of that model was that Nelson sales had a lower number of bidders.

This suggests that the number of bidders doesn’t completely capture all aspects of

competition in explaining timber prices since the Nelson Region has the lowest

Herfindahl index and highest prices. This lends support to the idea that competition has

two layers, both at the manufacturing level and logging level.

Finally, we were interested in seeing whether uncertainty might influence bidding. We

created a measure of uncertainty based on the difference between the cruise (NCV) and

actual volume billed which we termed pctdiff. It was calculated as follows:

pctdiff = (Volume Billed – NCV) / NCV * 100

A priori, we had no hypothesis as to what sign the variable should show. Assuming risk

aversion, we would expect firms to bid less where uncertainty is greater so that the

expected variable would be negative; but several models imply that under greater

uncertainty bidders may be more aggressive (as discussed in the first section). However,

firms may also be more accurate at identifying incorrect cruise data and adjust their bids

accordingly; therefore, we would expect bids to be positively associated (since where
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they accurately estimated higher volumes than the Ministry they would bid more and bid

less when they estimated lower volumes).

We then conducted a regression using only observations with HC status (Harvest

Complete) and dropped all others. Appendix C shows the result of that estimation. Based

on our specification, the variable was significant at the 10% level and positive,

suggesting that in certain cases bidders may better estimate actual volumes than the

Ministry and adjust their bids accordingly.
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3.2 Coast
We also conducted a similar investigation of prices generated in the Small Business

Program on the Coast.13

Data Set

Our data for the Coast covers the period 1998 to 2002. The following data was dropped

form the original data set:  1) All sales with mark status HX (cancelled) – 9 obs.; 2) HC

(harvest complete) no volume sales – 91 obs.; 3) sales with no appraisal data – 232 obs.;

4) sales with no bidders – 37 obs.; and 5) No ALP data – 16 obs. This meant that a total

of 385 observations were dropped leaving 331 observations for our model.  We note that

this is an area that requires further investigation for the Coast.  The presence of so many

sales turned back (100) and sales with no appraisal data (232) suggest that there are

factors at work here that do not exist in the Interior.14 This also suggests that harvesting

performance and whether a sale will be refused are important issues for the Coastal

market.

Table 10. Descriptive Statistics for the Coast

 

Avg. # of

bidders

avg.

NCV

(m3)

avg. difference

actual vs.

predicted for

MPS ($/m3)

Std. Dev.

Actual vs.

predicted

MPS ($/m3)

Avg.

stumpage

rate ($/m3)

Avg.

Dvlpcost

($/m3)

Coast 4.78 9871.54 14.66 15.77 43.23 5.31

Table 10 shows the descriptive statistics for the Coast. The most striking statistic is the

actual vs. predicted numbers compare to the Interior.  It appears the previous MPS

models have a poor track record when predicting the actual bid (they significantly

                                                  
13 We started work on the Interior data set first. Time limitations precluded us from

pursuing some additional hypotheses for Coastal prices and on harvesting
performance we formulated during the research project.

14 Some of this may simply reflect errors in the data. For example, the no bidder sales
may include direct award sales mistakenly combined with the Section 20 sales. Of the
no appraisal sales, most were under 4,000 cubic metres although there were several
large ones, raising the issue of whether small sales may be treated differently by the
Ministry.
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underestimate the average bonus bid).  The large standard deviation also suggests that the

predictive power is low. This may have to do with how the presence of heteroskedacity as

we discuss in our model.

Table 11 describes the variables used in the Coastal model. In this case, instead of an

output price, we used average log prices (derived from the Vancouver Log Market) to

describe potential timber values.

Table 11. Coast Variables and their Definition

Timber and operational variables

haul – road haul distance in km

soc – special operating cost $/m3

dvlpcost – development cost $/m3

pctheli – percent of sale volume heli logged

remote_Y – indicator variable for remote sites

lnbid – natural logarithm # of bidders

vph – volume (m3) per hectare

ncv – net cruise volume m3

tbcost – tow and barge cost $/m3

hembal – percent of stand composed of hemlock or balsam

crew – distance to transport crew

access_N – indicator variable for no access stands

adjust_Y – indicator variable for variable rate (adjustable) timber sales

slope – slope percent

rdmaint – road maintenance cost in $/m3

Other variables

alp – average log price for the timber in the stand ($/m3) based on quarterly AMVs

We also included regional variables for the Coast, These corresponded to the Forest

Districts. In this case, we did not expect them to have the same significance as in the

Interior, since transportation costs are not as significant a factor.
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Table 12.Coastal District Dummy Variables

qc – Queen Charlotte Forest District

ncoast – North Coast Forest District

mcoast – Mid-Coast Forest District

chilli – Chilliwack Forest District

s_island – South Island Forest District

campbell – Campbell River Forest District

suncoast – Sunshine Coast Forest District

ptmcneil – Port McNeil Forest District

squamish – Squamish Forest District

Preliminary investigations suggested we had two options when deciding what model to

use on the Coast; either a Weighted Least Squares (WLS) approach or standard Ordinary

Least Squares (OLS) approach with robust standard errors. The two models yield quite

different results.  Although the WLS model has a higher R2 our tests for

heteroskedasticity did not suggest that ncv was the cause. Therefore, we chose to use the

standard OLS model with robust errors.  This is primarily due to the plot of the residual

vs. NCV where the heteroskedasticity test that shows constant variance across this

variable.  The regression as a whole is showing heteroskedaticity but it is difficult to say

what the exact form is and more time would be required to better identify it and how best

to correct it.

We tested several different models and found that the following model showed the

highest explanatory power. We excluded sales where the ncv was less than 4,000 cubic

metres.  This left 205 observations.
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Therefore, our model was as follows: stumpage = f (vph, haul, soc, ncv, dvlpcost, pctheli,

dumpsort, hembal, alp, chilli, squeamish, suncoast, ncoast, ptmcneil, mcoast, qc,

s_island, crew, rdmaint, lnbid,)

Summary results are shown in Table 13. The complete results can be found in Appendix

D.

Table 13. Selected Results for the Coastal Model

Variable Coefficient Standard Error

Number of bidders (lnbid) 9.78 1.49

Tree density (vph) -6.7x10-4 4.2x10-4

Log prices (alp) 0.84 0.10

Size of sale (ncv) 4.2x10-5 6.2x10-5

Species (hembal) -0.07 0.05

pctheli -0.26 0.04

R2 0.704

MSE 3.56

Coefficients in bold are significant at the 99% level

Discussion

They results show that, as in the Interior, the number of bidders is highly significant and

important in explaining timber prices. The presence of hembal reduces bid prices; as it

does in the Interior, while harvesting restrictions (pctheli) also reduce bids. Average log

prices (derived from the Vancouver Log Market) are also significant in explaining bid

prices.

Net Cruise Volume (NCV) is not significant. This result differs from other MPS models

and is not what we would expect (since with economies of scale we would bids to

increase, and larger sales also attract more bidders.). VPH was also not significant in both

models unlike other MPS models and prior expectations (Ministry of Forests 1999;

Ministry of Forests 2000). Appraised values such as dvlpcost and soc have coefficients in
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both models that suggest appraised values are overestimates.  Remote sales were only

significant (as in the MPS model) if we applied WLS (weight = ncv).

We did not find the same low coefficients for districts like qc, ncoast and mcoast like that

of other MPS models.  In fact some are positive, particularly when tow and barge costs

were included in the model.  Districts on the island (s_island, ptmcneil,campbell) usually

have positive coefficients.  Somewhat surprisingly, chilli, squamish and suncoast were

not significantly different than mcoast. This again suggests that there are relationships

here that we need to better understand. Crew was significant in some models and had a

positive coefficient.

Additional Hypotheses

We also investigated additional hypotheses for the Coast. We did not try to model

industry concentration as we treat the Coast as one large market (since as we noted earlier

the marginal costs of moving timber around the Coast once it has entered tidewater are

small). We did not investigate factors explaining the number of bidders for the Coast at

this time (although we note that the Ministry finds that their model has good explanatory

power).

We examined whether or not uncertainty might influence bid prices on the Coast as it did

in the Interior. We found pctdiff wasn’t significant using OLS (although the coefficient

was positive as expected though).  Surprisingly enough, in the WLS model the variable

was significant but the sign was negative.

We also investigated the possibility of a structural break between different sizes of timber

sales. As we noted earlier, we found the model fit better when smaller sales were

excluded. Based on conversations with the Ministry, we ran a test to see if there was a

structural break between sales smaller than 2,000 cubic metres and sales larger than 2,000

cubic metres. Table 14 shows the results of that test which found that there was a

significant difference between small sales and large sales.15

                                                  
15 We reject the null hypothesis at the 95% confidence level; if we used the 99%
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Table 14. Test for Structural Change on the Coast for Different Sale Sizes
HO: b(group1) = b(group2)

rss # of obs Chow test
pooled 55434.63 331 286.4484 numerator
<2000 12537.95 83 170.6215 denominator
>2000 37454.16 248 1.678852 F-STAT

1.6 Fcrit 0.05 (19, 293)

One point of interest is that when we broke the data into two groups (less than and greater

than 2,000m3), the coefficient for dvlpcost went from -.914 (<2,000) to -.3.48 (>2,000).

These preliminary result suggest that more work needs to be done to better understand the

factors influencing timber prices on the BC Coast. As indicated earlier, a large number of

sales on the Coast have either been refused or turned back; understanding what factors drive

harvesting activity is as important as timber prices, since revenues are dependent upon

harvesting activity, as is the associated economic activity.

                                                                                                                                                      
confidence level, we would have accepted the null hypothesis, meaning that there was
no significant difference between small and large sales.
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4. Conclusions
We can make several preliminary conclusions. First, the relationships we see between

prices and operational and timber characteristics are largely consistent with what theory

and other empirical studies predict. However, we see strong regional and district

differences in the Interior, while on the Coast variables we think should be important are

not, suggesting other factors are at work. We also see on the Coast that harvesting

performance (whether a sale will be refused or turned back) is also an important issue

that needs to be better understood.

Theory and other studies suggest that in addition to the operational and timber

characteristics we used, bid prices also depend on a complex interaction between bidder

behaviour and the institutional setting. As in other studies we used the number of bidders

as a proxy for the degree of competition and found it highly significant in all of our

models. However, we also found that its effect varied between regions and districts in the

Interior, as did the expected number of bidders at a sale. We know bidder behaviour can

reflect cost heterogeneity, differences in information, and local competitive conditions.

We know that there are two layers of competition, not only between loggers, but also

between the purchasers of those logs. We need to understand the nature of this

competition better as well as other factors that influence bidder behaviour. Clearly,

expanding the size of the timber program can potentially lead to major changes in bidder

behaviour and competition within local markets.

We know that market power, broadly defined to encompass everything from strategic

pricing by a firm that know it has a competitive advantage all the way to collusive or

tacitly collusive behaviour, is one of the main concerns of sellers. The possibility of

collusive behaviour is clearly a concern.  Understanding how it may operate (and can be

prevented) requires a good understanding of the nature of local markets. The appropriate

response by the seller (government) may differ depending upon the circumstances.

The US has submitted a proposal to extend auction prices to other volumes held under

long-term tenures (US Department of Commerce 2003). This idea has been raised
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elsewhere and supported by other groups as well (Forest Solutions 2003b; Sierra Legal

Defense Fund 2001). Our preliminary results suggest that we should be cautious about

extrapolating timber values from auctions to other licensees. Better information is

required as is a better understanding of some of these relationships as we discussed

earlier especially as we move towards consideration of the impact of expanding the size

of the timber sale program..
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Appendix A: Interior Models Regression Results
A.1. Regional Model:

Variable Coefficient Robust std. Error t P>|t|

pctdefect -0.0724743 0.0450243 -1.61 0.108

pctpart -0.031109 0.0083458 -3.728 0.000

pctheli -0.40853 0.020371 -20.054 0.000

pctcable -0.1071265 0.0155629 -6.883 0.000

pcthorse -0.1752679 0.0132105 -13.267 0.000

pctburn -0.5321161 0.1077832 -4.937 0.000

pctblwn -0.1492525 0.0355199 -4.202 0.000

rdmaint -3.041247 0.3936248 -7.726 0.000

lp 0.048915 0.0043885 11.146 0.000

slope -0.1005559 0.0359226 -2.799 0.005

vph 0.0072913 0.0017957 4.06 0.000

cycle -2.589091 0.1450929 -17.844 0.000

adjust 2.579083 0.7264837 3.55 0.000

salvage -6.191215 1.127854 -5.489 0.000

q2 -1.978955 0.7073323 -2.798 0.005

dvlpm3 -0.8240126 0.0827861 -9.954 0.000

rca -6.324279 1.156124 -5.47 0.000

rka -2.467391 1.147329 -2.151 0.032

rpg -8.031899 1.045623 -7.681 0.000

rpr -7.020703 1.123011 -6.252 0.000

idf -4.496176 0.9617368 -4.675 0.000

pp -17.60191 1.492765 -11.791 0.000

lnncv 2.307386 0.3568138 6.467 0.000

lnvpt 12.99541 0.6526383 19.912 0.000

lnbid 5.076811 0.4294068 11.823 0.000

hembal50 -9.779662 1.313389 -7.446 0.000

constant 32.17507 4.162258 7.73 0.000

Number of obs:  1702 R-squared:  0.6286 Root MSE:  10.846
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A.2 District Models

Variable  Coefficient

Robust std.

Error t P>|t|

pctdefect -0.1014685 0.0461862 -2.197 0.028

pctpart -0.0241796 0.0088891 -2.72 0.007

pctheli -0.4130758 0.0205951 -20.057 0.000

pctcable -0.1069068 0.0170618 -6.266 0.000

pcthorse -0.1650823 0.012942 -12.756 0.000

pctburn -0.4615394 0.0727982 -6.34 0.000

pctblwn -0.1388507 0.0358797 -3.87 0.000

rdmaint -3.619327 0.5017412 -7.214 0.000

lp 0.0446861 0.0043856 10.189 0.000

slope -0.1026353 0.0376745 -2.724 0.007

vph 0.0054149 0.0018678 2.899 0.004

cycle -2.204028 0.1691388 -13.031 0.000

adjust 2.221555 0.7235298 3.07 0.002

salvage -6.441003 1.199668 -5.369 0.000

lakes -2.997778 1.596715 -1.877 0.061

clearwat 6.316123 3.448474 1.832 0.067

prince 2.955431 2.030834 1.455 0.146

morice -3.623177 2.121708 -1.708 0.088

salmonar -3.825195 4.473214 -0.855 0.393

robson 0.8450461 2.759195 0.306 0.759

kispiox -8.031858 2.245646 -3.577 0.000

vernon 1.385872 2.55086 0.543 0.587

vanderho -1.745772 2.290182 -0.762 0.446

kalum -7.505518 2.285233 -3.284 0.001

penticto 13.24319 2.740707 4.832 0.000

ftjames -7.069748 1.849516 -3.822 0.000

merritt -0.7470277 1.900984 -0.393 0.694
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A. 2 District model (cont’d)

Variable Coefficient Robust std. Error t P>|t|

mackenzi 0.8976743 3.312801 0.271 0.786

lillooet -0.0119544 2.203399 -0.005 0.996

dawson -8.732283 1.59151 -5.487 0.000

ftjohn -9.242201 2.078152 -4.447 0.000

ftnelson -9.294742 2.131317 -4.361 0.000

cranbroo -2.079426 1.901273 -1.094 0.274

quesnel -2.742617 1.661968 -1.65 0.099

invemere -6.260355 2.394994 -2.614 0.009

wlake -1.78516 1.809844 -0.986 0.324

horsefly 0.0639749 2.75359 0.023 0.981

mile -5.304122 1.421194 -3.732 0.000

arrow 7.51885 2.411432 3.118 0.002

chilcoti -10.2325 1.866625 -5.482 0.000

boundary 3.996173 1.797315 2.223 0.026

kootenay 4.923784 1.956592 2.517 0.012

columbia 8.628625 2.770131 3.115 0.002

cassiar 0.375699 1.979435 0.19 0.849

idf -2.82304 1.003187 -2.814 0.005

pp -12.34348 1.8901 -6.531 0.000

q2 -1.899339 0.7339292 -2.588 0.010

dvlpm3 -0.7029557 0.088984 -7.9 0.000

lnncv 2.175259 0.3825136 5.687 0.000

lnvpt 11.26609 0.7518103 14.985 0.000

lnbid 4.993985 0.4474286 11.162 0.000

hembal50 -6.758594 1.52914 -4.42 0.000

Constant  30.62356 4.204413 7.284 0.000

Number of obs:  1702

R-squared:  0.6644

Root MSE:  10.392
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A.3. Separate Regional Models:

A.3.1 Nelson Model:

Variable  Coefficient

Robust Std.

Error t P>|t|

pctdefect -0.1915828 0.0937259 -2.044 0.042

pctpart -0.0077662 0.0176175 -0.441 0.660

pctheli -0.4142668 0.0365462 -11.335 0.000

pctcable -0.1101915 0.0308976 -3.566 0.000

pcthorse -0.1352149 0.0322254 -4.196 0.000

pctburn -0.3751368 0.0497776 -7.536 0.000

pctblwn -0.2056458 0.0440315 -4.67 0.000

rdmaint -3.260931 0.6748575 -4.832 0.000

lp 0.010455 0.009672 1.081 0.281

slope -0.13715 0.0853439 -1.607 0.109

vph 0.0303339 0.0066574 4.556 0.000

cycle -1.118287 0.4804338 -2.328 0.021

adjust -2.940914 1.525221 -1.928 0.055

salvage -0.6863384 2.476957 -0.277 0.782

q2 -2.552443 1.595182 -1.6 0.111

dvlpm3 -0.023013 0.1754247 -0.131 0.896

ich 4.777079 1.701548 2.807 0.005

idf -0.6787753 2.426192 -0.28 0.780

pp -13.28644 2.72714 -4.872 0.000

lnncv 2.145021 0.8184748 2.621 0.009

lnvpt 11.6437 1.538156 7.57 0.000

lnbid 7.076258 0.9894221 7.152 0.000

hembal50 -4.940323 3.129107 -1.579 0.115

constant  37.6987 7.999969 4.712 0.000

Number of obs : 322

R-squared:  0.6814

Root MSE:  10.18
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A.3.2 Kamloops Model:

Variable  Coefficient Robust Std. Error t P>|t|

pctdefect 0.2153904 0.2492662 0.864 0.388

pctpart -0.0079608 0.0181178 -0.439 0.661

pctheli -0.3789732 0.0589425 -6.43 0.000

pctcable -0.0550808 0.0391647 -1.406 0.161

pcthorse -0.1845765 0.0455048 -4.056 0.000

pctburn -1.617705 0.3327642 -4.861 0.000

pctblwn 0.0615633 0.1279758 0.481 0.631

rdmaint -2.496334 1.533193 -1.628 0.105

lp 0.0440318 0.0133274 3.304 0.001

slope -0.1871614 0.0764731 -2.447 0.015

vph 0.0036845 0.0009752 3.778 0.000

cycle -1.876186 0.5335146 -3.517 0.001

adjust 1.665399 1.981863 0.84 0.402

salvage -2.486327 2.04348 -1.217 0.225

q2 -0.3808586 1.985007 -0.192 0.848

dvlpm3 -1.190562 0.2167504 -5.493 0.000

idf -5.21361 1.764991 -2.954 0.003

pp (dropped)  

lnncv 0.3266078 1.035556 0.315 0.753

lnvpt 12.23482 1.890005 6.473 0.000

lnbid 8.70601 1.303552 6.679 0.000

hembal50 -6.069419 4.270585 -1.421 0.156

constant  39.73057 10.90546 3.643 0.000

Number of obs:  280

R-squared:  0.6601

Root MSE:  11.73
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A.3.3. Cariboo Model:

Variable  Coefficient Robust Std. Error t P>|t|

  

pctdefect -0.2320643 0.1235813 -1.878 0.061

pctpart 0.0017878 0.0162117 0.11 0.912

pctheli -0.8055725 0.1493671 -5.393 0.000

pctcable 0.1449809 0.1727026 0.839 0.402

pcthorse -0.1562358 0.0299576 -5.215 0.000

pctburn (dropped)  

pctblwn -0.0983652 0.0261092 -3.767 0.000

rdmaint -4.773177 1.336017 -3.573 0.000

lp 0.0564516 0.0087776 6.431 0.000

slope -0.031139 0.09398 -0.331 0.741

vph 0.0222629 0.0088898 2.504 0.013

cycle -2.354825 0.298168 -7.898 0.000

adjust 4.08722 1.337213 3.057 0.002

salvage -9.009755 1.876452 -4.801 0.000

q2 -4.684489 1.337654 -3.502 0.001

dvlpm3 -0.9270047 0.1394053 -6.65 0.000

idf -1.243479 1.330281 -0.935 0.351

pp (dropped)  

lnncv 1.221775 0.6778291 1.802 0.072

lnvpt 13.01696 1.874817 6.943 0.000

lnbid 4.174298 0.7808966 5.346 0.000

hembal50 (dropped)  

constant  30.40709 8.838365 3.44 0.001

Number of obs:  341

R-squared:  0.7343

Root MSE:  8.8406
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A.3.4 Prince George Model:

Variable  Coefficient Robust Std. Error t P>|t|

  

pctdefect -0.0260011 0.0822301 -0.316 0.752

pctpart -0.0988108 0.0456818 -2.163 0.031

pctheli -0.3713045 0.0404014 -9.19 0.000

pctcable -0.0935273 0.0494485 -1.891 0.059

pcthorse -0.1942378 0.0231796 -8.38 0.000

pctburn -0.4816835 0.0908358 -5.303 0.000

pctblwn -0.0703133 0.1583887 -0.444 0.657

rdmaint -2.867358 0.7227992 -3.967 0.000

lp 0.0556324 0.0093631 5.942 0.000

slope 0.0039716 0.0860977 0.046 0.963

vph 0.0007476 0.0084134 0.089 0.929

cycle -3.825007 0.3653493 -10.469 0.000

adjust 3.902781 1.539195 2.536 0.012

salvage -4.908926 3.099659 -1.584 0.114

q2 0.0296588 1.615805 0.018 0.985

dvlpm3 -1.160874 0.2099223 -5.53 0.000

idf (dropped)  

pp (dropped)  

lnncv 3.240976 0.95043 3.41 0.001

lnvpt 10.84726 1.557469 6.965 0.000

lnbid 2.622815 0.9959597 2.633 0.009

hembal50 -11.34364 3.113271 -3.644 0.000

constant  17.86023 10.017 1.783 0.075

Number of obs:  355

R-squared:  0.6790

Root MSE:  10.708
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A.3.5 Prince Rupert Model:

Variable  Coefficient

Robust Std.

Error t P>|t|

pctdefect -0.0679206 0.062501 -1.087 0.278

pctpart -0.0566661 0.0160937 -3.521 0.000

pctheli -0.4978708 0.0401261 -12.408 0.000

pctcable -0.186959 0.0231329 -8.082 0.000

pcthorse -0.1459833 0.027783 -5.254 0.000

pctburn (dropped)  

pctblwn -0.1899272 0.0409794 -4.635 0.000

rdmaint -3.408755 0.6355947 -5.363 0.000

lp 0.0605827 0.0080114 7.562 0.000

slope -0.1253446 0.0785377 -1.596 0.111

vph 0.0202441 0.0066273 3.055 0.002

cycle -1.942147 0.2169948 -8.95 0.000

adjust 3.243417 1.549401 2.093 0.037

salvage -17.17119 2.885973 -5.95 0.000

q2 -1.087594 1.109413 -0.98 0.328

dvlpm3 -0.5872035 0.1203596 -4.879 0.000

idf (dropped)  

pp (dropped)  

lnncv 2.412774 0.8380342 2.879 0.004

lnvpt 8.666369 1.593973 5.437 0.000

lnbid 3.188061 0.8281542 3.85 0.000

hembal50 -8.866533 1.637816 -5.414 0.000

constant  11.81962 7.74086 1.527 0.128

Number of obs:  404

R-squared:  0.6655

Root MSE:  9.6254
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Appendix B. Interior Number of Bidders Model
Variables Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]
dvlpm3 0.0110493 0.0208548 0.53 0.596 -0.0298551 0.051
cycle -0.0795653 0.0449333 -1.771 0.077 -0.1676971 0.008
ncv 0.000082 9.93E-06 8.259 0 0.0000625 0.000
tow 0.8479111 0.491507 1.725 0.085 -0.1161274 1.8119
lnvpt 0.4465884 0.1615926 2.764 0.006 0.1296418 0.763
lp 0.0041917 0.0009498 4.413 0 0.0023287 0.00605
hembal50 -1.597593 0.288783 -5.532 0 -2.16401 -1.0311
heli -1.699847 0.3455407 -4.919 0 -2.377588 -1.0221
horse -1.573096 0.229095 -6.867 0 -2.022442 -1.123
cable -0.7735548 0.2593865 -2.982 0.003 -1.282314 -0.264
lakes 3.798357 1.064996 3.567 0 1.709481 5.887232
clearwat 4.213423 1.150187 3.663 0 1.957453 6.469393
prince 1.551311 1.084729 1.43 0.153 -0.5762695 3.678891
morice 2.499987 1.14293 2.187 0.029 0.2582519 4.741722
kamloops 5.256546 1.078141 4.876 0 3.141888 7.371204
salmonar 4.756703 1.183831 4.018 0 2.434745 7.078661
robson 2.800157 1.130587 2.477 0.013 0.5826317 5.017682
kispiox 2.503182 1.135468 2.205 0.028 0.2760819 4.730281
vernon 3.897937 1.170174 3.331 0.001 1.602767 6.193108
vanderho 2.843006 1.110762 2.56 0.011 0.664365 5.021647
kalum 3.410846 1.116666 3.054 0.002 1.220626 5.601067
penticto 7.755468 1.486538 5.217 0 4.839783 10.67115
ftjames 1.197368 1.162697 1.03 0.303 -1.083137 3.477873
merritt 2.779737 1.136804 2.445 0.015 0.5500165 5.009458
mackenzi 0.7625735 1.549382 0.492 0.623 -2.276374 3.801521
lillooet 1.878118 1.112355 1.688 0.092 -0.3036476 4.059884
dawson 2.344155 1.075375 2.18 0.029 0.2349211 4.453389
ftjohn 3.347717 1.085638 3.084 0.002 1.218355 5.477079
ftnelson (dropped)
cranbroo 3.896164 1.111645 3.505 0 1.715791 6.076538
quesnel 3.613237 1.069463 3.379 0.001 1.515598 5.710875
invemere 2.228171 1.179963 1.888 0.059 -0.0862004 4.542543
wlake 5.101513 1.104541 4.619 0 2.935075 7.267952
horsefly 5.237432 1.147787 4.563 0 2.98617 7.488693
mile 5.365928 1.09514 4.9 0 3.217927 7.513928
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Appendix B. Interior Number of Bidders Model (cont’d)

Variables Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]
arrow 2.679836 1.168374 2.294 0.022 0.3881959 4.971477
chilcoti 3.74817 1.101158 3.404 0.001 1.588367 5.907974
boundary 4.069104 1.079775 3.768 0 1.951241 6.186968
kootenay 3.000498 1.111205 2.7 0.007 0.8209882 5.180008
columbia 3.434788 1.125788 3.051 0.002 1.226675 5.642902
cassiar 3.544656 1.100193 3.222 0.001 1.386745 5.702568
_cons -0.9357919 1.184847 -0.79 0.43 -3.259742 1.388158
Number of obs = 1702
Adj R-squared = 0.2310
Root MSE = 2.5326
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Appendix C. Regional Interior Model Incorporating Cruise Uncertainty
stumpage Coef. Robust Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

pctdecay -0.08007 0.048831 -1.64 0.101 -0.1758683 0.015727

pctpart -0.01988 0.009817 -2.025 0.043 -0.0391339 -0.00062

pctheli -0.43068 0.021959 -19.612 0.000 -0.4737577 -0.3876

pctcable -0.11933 0.018049 -6.612 0.000 -0.1547409 -0.08392

pcthorse -0.16655 0.014271 -11.67 0.000 -0.1945433 -0.13855

pctburn -0.52004 0.122122 -4.258 0.000 -0.7596209 -0.28046

pctblwn -0.11016 0.039311 -2.802 0.005 -0.1872779 -0.03303

rdmaint -3.33865 0.434267 -7.688 0.000 -4.190613 -2.48669

lp 0.045444 0.005416 8.39 0.000 0.0348182 0.05607

slope -0.07355 0.044259 -1.662 0.097 -0.1603828 0.013274

vph 0.009187 0.003041 3.021 0.003 0.0032219 0.015152

cycle -2.66525 0.171858 -15.509 0.000 -3.002409 -2.3281

adjust 2.290653 0.856586 2.674 0.008 0.6101702 3.971135

salvage -12.4391 2.231934 -5.573 0.000 -16.8178 -8.06042

rca -6.03936 1.347901 -4.481 0.000 -8.683724 -3.395

rka -3.34518 1.364636 -2.451 0.014 -6.022373 -0.66799

rpg -6.52172 1.297369 -5.027 0.000 -9.066944 -3.97649

rpr -5.34349 1.260923 -4.238 0.000 -7.817213 -2.86976

idf -4.83356 1.197461 -4.037 0.000 -7.182781 -2.48434

pp -19.5035 1.816388 -10.738 0.000 -23.06697 -15.9401

q2 -1.61534 0.810009 -1.994 0.046 -3.204445 -0.02623

dvlpm3 -0.96523 0.102902 -9.38 0.000 -1.167103 -0.76335

lnbid 5.337706 0.524824 10.17 0.000 4.308087 6.367325

lnncv 2.791831 0.475676 5.869 0.000 1.858632 3.72503

lnvpt 12.8411 0.833328 15.409 0.000 11.20625 14.47595

Hembal50 -10.7262 1.515218 -7.079 0.000 -13.69884 -7.75362

pctdiff 0.017329 0.01032 1.679 0.093 -0.0029163 0.037574

_cons  29.39333 5.100663 5.763 0.000 19.38666 39.4

Number of

obs 1296

R-squared 0.6269

Root MSE 11.058
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Appendix D. Coast Model
(for ncv > 4000)

Robust
Variables Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]
vph -0.0006722 0.0004187 -1.606 0.11 -0.0014982 0.0001538
haul -0.1084711 0.0371087 -2.923 0.004 -0.1816844 -0.0352578
soc -0.5004646 0.1545019 -3.239 0.001 -0.8052877 -0.1956416
ncv 0.0000415 0.0000621 0.669 0.505 -0.000081 0.000164
dvlpcost -0.405538 0.1430654 -2.835 0.005 -0.6877975 -0.1232786
pctheli -0.2612414 0.0382952 -6.822 0 -0.3367954 -0.1856873
dumpsort 2.802517 2.475692 1.132 0.259 -2.081876 7.686911
hembal -0.0742542 0.0507609 -1.463 0.145 -0.1744025 0.025894
alp 0.8382191 0.104211 8.043 0 0.6326171 1.043821
chilli 0.4439946 3.335078 0.133 0.894 -6.135917 7.023906
squamish 2.679675 3.929528 0.682 0.496 -5.07305 10.4324
suncoast -3.408579 3.10101 -1.099 0.273 -9.526686 2.709528
ncoast -7.208696 7.622213 -0.946 0.346 -22.24687 7.829477
ptmcneil 4.371277 4.593369 0.952 0.343 -4.691168 13.43372
mcoast -16.98498 5.920859 -2.869 0.005 -28.66649 -5.303482
qc -8.786518 5.653874 -1.554 0.122 -19.94128 2.368238
s_island 8.40275 3.53355 2.378 0.018 1.431266 15.37423
crew 0.1990887 0.080443 2.475 0.014 0.0403794 0.3577979
lnbid 9.779343 1.489043 6.568 0 6.84155 12.71714
rdmaint 1.122785 1.106449 1.015 0.312 -1.060172 3.305743
_cons -62.38112 19.71511 -3.164 0.002 -101.2779 -23.48439
R-squared = 0.7037
Root MSE = 12.654


